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 THE SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN
 GROUP OF PHILIPPINE

 LANGUAGES

 RONALD S. HIMES

 SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

 The Southern Cordilleran group of Philippine languages includes Pangasi-
 nan, Ibaloy, Karaw, Kalanguya (Kallahan), and Ilongot (Bugkalot). Rules are
 developed for the phonological derivation of these languages from Proto-
 Southern Cordilleran (PSC), and morphological innovations within the
 daughter languages are explored. Lexical items are reconstructed and
 assigned to PSC and to the languages and dialects intermediate between it
 and the modern forms.

 1. INTRODUCTION. The Southern Cordilleran language group consists of Pan-
 gasinan, Ibaloy, Kalanguya, Karaw, and Ilongot. As a language family it is most

 closely related to the Central Cordilleran group (Reid I979, 1989a, McFarland
 I98O), the two being coordinate descendants of Proto-South-Central Cordilleran
 (PSCC). Pangasinan is spoken in the central portion of the province of the same
 name, and it is one of the eight major languages of the Philippines. Ibaloy is spoken

 primarily in the northeastern, central, and southern portions of Benguet province.

 Kalanguya, also known as Kallahan and by several other names, is spoken in scat-

 tered locales in southern Ifugaw, along the eastern flank of the Central Cordillera in

 the province of Nueva Vizcaya, and in certain isolated locales in Benguet, Pangasi-

 nan, and Nueva Ecija. Karaw is a language spoken in the barangay of Karaw in
 Bokod municipality, Benguet. Ilongot, whose speakers prefer the name Bugkalut,

 is spoken in remote areas of Nueva Vizcaya and Quirino provinces.'
 Based on lexical evidence and the sharing of phonological rules, the internal rela-

 tionships of the Southern Cordilleran (SC) languages are represented in table I. This

 subgrouping of the five languages was first proposed by Zorc (1979). Section 4 pro-

 vides the basis for this organization and a discussion of how these languages were
 classified prior to the work of Zorc and Reid.

 2. PHONOLOGY. The phonemic inventory inherited from PSCC consisted of
 14 consonants, four vowels, and vowel length, as shown in table 2.

 Oceanic Linguistics, Volume 37, no. I (June 1998)
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 THE SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN GROUP OF PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES 121

 TABLE 1. INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

 OF SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN LANGUAGES

 Proto-Southern Cordilleran

 Proto-West Southern Cordilleran

 Proto-Nuclear Southern Cordilleran

 Ibaloy Kalanguya Karaw Pangasinan Ilongot

 TABLE 2. PHONEMES OF PROTO-SOUTH-CENTRAL CORDILLERAN

 CONSONANTS VOWELS

 *p *t *k *? *i *i *u

 *b *d *g *a

 *s

 *m *n *1 *V: (length)

 *1

 *w *y

 I. Data on which this paper is based were collected in the field during the years 1962-1964,
 1966-1968, 1977, 1989, and 1995. Some data taken from the literature are from Headland and

 Headland (1974), McFarland (1977), Panganiban (I973), Reid (1971, 1976), Scott (I957),
 and Vanoverbergh (1933, 1956, 1972). I am also indebted to Lawrence A. Reid for comment-
 ing on an earlier version of this paper, and to him and to Thomas N. Headland for additional
 data on the Agta and Ayta languages of Luzon.
 Abbreviations used in this paper are: BLW, Balangaw; BON, Bontok; BONE, Eastern Bontok;

 BoNS, Southern Bontok; CC, Central Cordilleran; DGTC, Casiguran Dumagat; IFG, Ifugaw;
 IFGE, Eastern Ifugaw; ILK, Iloko; ISG, Isnag; Isi, Isinai; ITG, Itneg; IVT, Ivatan; IVTI, Itbayaten;
 KLA, Kalinga; KLAN, Northern Kalinga; KLAS, Southern Kalinga; KNKN, Northern Kankanaey;
 KNKS, Southern Kankanaey; KPM, Kapampangan; NC, Northern Cordilleran; NuSC, Nuclear
 Southern Cordilleran; PAN, Proto-Austronesian; PC, Proto-Cordilleran; PCC, Proto-Central Cor-
 dilleran; PHF, Proto-Hesperonesian Formosan; PHN, Proto-Hesperonesian; PIBL, Proto-Ibaloy;
 PILT, Proto-Ilongot; PKLN, Proto-Kalanguya; PMC, Proto-Meso Cordilleran; PMP, Proto-
 Malayo-Polynesian; PNuCC, Proto-Nuclear Central Cordilleran; PPH, Proto-Philippine; PPHN,
 Proto-Northern Philippine; PNuSC, Proto-Nuclear Southern Cordilleran; PSC, Proto-Southern
 Cordilleran; PSCC, Proto-South Central Cordilleran; PWSC, Proto-West Southern Cordilleran;
 SC, Southern Cordilleran; TAG, Tagalog; WSC, West Southern Cordilleran.
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 122 OCEANIC LINGUISTICS, VOL. 37, NO. I

 The canonical form for the syllable was CV(C). There were few restrictions on

 the distribution of the phonemes. Neither *? nor *i could be in word-final position.

 A glide did not occur in the same syllable as its corresponding vowel; that is, *Ciy,

 *Cuw, *wu(C), and *yi(C) could not occur.
 In PSCC, vowel length was restricted to open syllables, usually in penultimate

 position. If length was absent in the typical two-syllable word, light stress auto-
 matically fell on the last syllable. A vowel following a consonant cluster was, of
 course, stressed.

 At some point in the development of the current SC languages, phonemic
 vowel length was lost, and stress became predictable. Under most circumstances,

 the first syllable of a word took on stress if that syllable was open and had a vowel

 other than *i. ILT and PNG regained phonemic vowel length by similar processes,

 apparently as a later development and independently of each other. It is also likely

 that, during this same PSC time period, stress fell on the last vowel of a word if

 that vowel was preceded by a high vowel and its corresponding glide.

 All SC languages inherited the four-vowel system of PSC intact. In all SC lan-

 guages there is some oscillation in the height of the central vowels *i and *a. This

 is regular in most cases, but in some instances the lowering of *i to a is not pre-
 dictable by rule. The height of the back vowel also shows considerable variation in

 the SC languages. Here I have followed the practice of McFarland (1977) in using
 a common symbol u for the back vowel in PNG (as well as in Kalanguya), and I
 have followed Ballard (in Reid 197I and Brainard 1992) in using o for Ibaloy and
 Karaw (and Ilongot).

 2.1 PANGASINAN. No modem SC language reflects the PSC inventory
 unchanged, although Pangasinan comes quite close to this situation. The phone-
 mic inventory of Pangasinan is given in table 3.

 TABLE 3. PHONEMES OF PANGASINAN

 CONSONANTS VOWELS

 *p *t *k * *i *i *

 *b *d *g *a

 *s

 *m *n * *V: (length)

 *1

 *r

 *w *

 2.1.1 Vowel length and stress. Zorc (I979) has argued that vowel length, or
 accent, was systematically lost in PNG, stress then predictably falling on the last
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 THE SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN GROUP OF PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES 123

 syllable of a word. Subsequently, vowel length was reintroduced by two compen-

 satory processes. When before a consonant, *2 is deleted and replaced with com-
 pensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel.2

 PSC PNG

 *ku(m)pa?piy kumpa:piy 'butterfly'
 *ba?bai ba:ba 'chin'
 *ku?gip ku:gip 'dream'

 When the glottal followed a consonant, Pre-PNG metathesized the two, after
 which the glottal was replaced with vowel length according to the process
 described above.

 PSC Pre-PNG PNG

 *bitiwrin *biti?win biti:win 'star'

 *7al?' *?a?lii a:lu 'pestle'
 *dap?1il *da?pil da:pul 'ashes'

 In the WSC languages, intervocalic consonants were geminated when certain ver-

 bal affixes were attached to a root. Also, some nouns indicating relationships,
 especially kin terms, formed their plurals by geminating the intervocalic conso-

 nant. Today, PNG does not permit geminate clusters within a root. Zorc's conclu-

 sion is that the reduction of these clusters to a single consonant is the second
 compensatory process by which PNG restored phonemic vowel length.

 PSC PWSC PNG

 *tinim 'to plant' *tannimin ta:nimin 'will be planted'
 *l11tu 'cook' *manluttu manlu:tu 'to cook'

 *?7inak 'child' *?annak a:nak 'children'

 *tdu 'person' *tutu??u tutu:7u 'persons'

 Once the language had recovered phonemic vowel length, then innovative items
 could be so characterized.

 PNG

 lu:sik 'housepost'
 ki:miy 'job, task'
 a:lug 'rice field'

 And, of course, loans from other languages have entered PNG with unaltered
 vowel length.

 ru:sas 'flower' < Spanish rosas 'roses'
 da:gum 'needle' < Iloko da:gum
 da:yat 'sea' < Kampapangan da:yat
 i:lug 'river' < Tagalog ?i:log
 kabulala:kaw 'rainbow' < Sambal kabunlala:kaw

 2. Most of the PAN, PHN, and PPH reconstructions are from Wurm and Wilson (1975). The
 exceptions are from Blust (1980), marked with the suffix B, from Zorc (1986, 1994), marked
 with the suffix Z, or they are mine (unmarked). Reconstructions assigned to PPHN, PC, PMC,
 PSCC and below are mine unless they are attributed to Reid and marked with the suffix R.
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 124 OCEANIC LINGUISTICS, VOL. 37, NO. I

 2.1.2 Vowels. PNG has undergone changes in all three of the nonfront vowels. In

 words having the form *Ci.CV(C) where the second vowel is not i the high cen-
 tral vowel is lowered to a.3

 PSC Pre-PNG PNG

 *tilh *tilh tali 'three'
 *kid*l *kiddl karil 'thunder'
 *?ipit *?ipit apit 'four'
 *sili *sili sali 'foot'

 But if the second vowel is also the high central vowel, the first vowel remains high.

 PSC Pre-PNG PNG

 *binig *binig binig 'back'
 *?ilir *?iliD ilirj 'nose'
 *?igis *7igis igis 'belly'

 When words that would otherwise fit this pattern are prefixed with the adjectival

 marker an-, the high central vowel is retained.

 PSC Pre-PNG PNG

 *pitij *?an-piftij ampit4i 'hot'
 *bil?t *?an-bi?lit ambildit 'heavy'

 PNG also shows sporadic raising of the low vowel *a to i

 PSC Pre-PNG PNG

 *baall *baal biril 'G-string'
 *kitlib *kitlaib kitlib 'to bite'

 Finally, *u is occasionally reflected as ias an instance of vowel harmony.

 PSC Pre-PNG PNG

 *bukliw *bukliw bikliw 'neck'

 *?i6bt *7ubit ubit, ibit 'buttocks'
 *ddlim *ludim lurim, lirim 'cloud'

 (with metathesis of the first two consonants)

 2.1.3 Consonants. Only two PSC consonants, *d and *?, show variation in their
 reflexes in PNG. Glottal stop inherited from PSC remains in PNG when intervo-

 calic. In medial clusters, *7 is deleted and replaced with vowel length, as discussed

 above. Also, PNG appears to have lost word-initial *7, as is seen when consonant-
 final prefixes are added to roots.

 PSC *d is reflected as d in word-initial position and following a consonant; in
 all postvocalic positions it is reflected as r. While this developed as a simple case
 of allophonic variation, the large number of loans, primarily from Spanish,
 requires r to be considered a separate phoneme.

 PSC PNG PSC PNG

 *dinum dantm 'water' *"jidan jar~in 'name'

 3. This shift was documented by Zorc (1984-85:82).
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 THE SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN GROUP OF PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES 125

 *digdfig di3dij 'wall' *l6bid lubir 'rope'
 *dikit andikit 'black' *bidbid birbir 'tie, wrap'

 2.2 IBALOY. The phonemic inventory of Ibaloy is given in table 4. All dialects
 of IBL exhibit variation from PSC in most of the consonants and vowels, and there

 is some noticeable phonological variation among the IBL-speaking communities
 as well.

 TABLE 4. PHONEMES OF IBALOY

 p t k 1. ? i i o
 b d g a

 m n 7i

 w y

 2.2.1 Stress. As in all of the NUSC languages stress falls predictably on the first
 syllable of a word whose shape is CV.CV(C) unless that syllable has a reflex of *i.
 In the latter event, stress remains on the second syllable.

 PSCC PSC IBL

 *mati *mita mdita 'eye'
 *sakit *sikit sikit 'pain'
 *kidtl *kidul kirol 'thunder'
 *tili *tili tid6 'three'
 *?itik *?itik ?itik 'bolo'
 *tilin *tilin tidin 'swallow'

 There are, however, several words wherein stress is variable. These are those items

 where a high vowel is followed by a homorganic glide.

 PSCC IBL

 *buiwa b6wa, bowdi 'areca nut'
 *pliwik p6wik, powik 'storm'
 *siyam siyam, siyim 'nine'
 *niyug niyog, niy6g 'coconut'

 It was noted above that, in PNG, preconsonantal glottal stop is replaced with vowel

 length. In IBL, this does not usually occur.

 PWSC IBL

 *la?lid da?d6 'pestle'
 *bu?lMay bo?diy 'land, earth'
 *kawvij ka?bwai 'handspan'
 *sa?lit sa?dit 'to exchange'
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 126 OCEANIC LINGUISTICS, VOL. 37, NO. I

 Nevertheless, in some locations, preconsonantal *7 is deleted and stress remains
 on the second syllable, regardless of the quality of the vowel in the first syllable.

 This occurs, for example, in KBY but not in IWK.

 PWSC PNG IWK KBY

 *ba?lhi ba:lu ba?d6 bad6 'new'

 *ba?lig ba:lig ba?dig ?ibadig 'big'
 *da?lin da:lin - Eadin 'land, earth'

 *ku?gip kugku:gip ko?ko??fp kakokfp 'dream'
 *ta?win ta:win - tab"in 'sky'

 There are only a few roots with three syllables that can be assigned to higher levels

 with any degree of confidence. In these instances, the long second vowel is short-

 ened, and stress appears to be evenly distributed on the first and third syllables.

 PSC PNuSC IBL

 *?aba:la *?dibalh ? ibadai 'shoulder'
 *?asa:wa *?isawi ?7asigwa 'spouse'
 *dalu:kap *ddlukaip idlok "p 'palm (of hand)'
 *maka:was *mikawais mikagwis 'deer'

 Addition of the verbal and adjectival prefixes maN- and ma- causes the stress to
 shift one syllable to the right with concomitant changes in intervocalic consonants
 and the now unstressed first vowel of the root.

 m6yas mamojis 'smooth'
 tiba matibai 'fat'

 baiyag mibijaig 'long time'
 bflai mambid~i 'to count'
 baiyad mambijdid 'to pay'
 ?6ras maigocis 'to wash'

 2.2.2 Vowels. When a is in the first (unstressed) syllable of a root, it is raised to iin
 the examples above. Likewise iis sporadically lowered to a in the first syllable of a

 two-syllable root. This occurs more frequently in some locales, such as IToT and
 IWK, than in others. Shown under "IBL (CMN)" here (and in other sections of 2.2

 below) are the forms common in other locales not specifially identified).

 PNuSC IBL (CMN) ITOT IWK
 *pilsi pilsi palsi pilsai 'boil (n.)'
 *?ili M ?idi] ?adii ?addig 'nose'
 *kispig kispig ?ihispig kaspig 'throw'
 *kidsa kiids'j mahadsiJ makads~i 'strong'
 *?isil ?isil ?asil ?asil 'word'

 *timtlk tim6k tam6k tam6k. 'forehead'
 In NTB, iis occasionally fronted to i before gemination of a consonant.

 PNUSC IBL (CMN) NTB
 *?igis ?iis ?iggis 'belly'
 *libij dibij dibbij 'deep'
 *timtik tim6k timm6k 'forehead'
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 THE SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN GROUP OF PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES 127

 2.2.3 Diphthongs. The word-final diphthongs *-iw and *-iy inherited from PSC
 are reflected as such in most dialects of IBL, but some, such as ATK, IWK, and ITOT

 show some merging of the vowel and glide features.

 IBL (CMN) ATK/IWK ITOT
 pigiy pigiy pigiy 'rice'
 mitiy mditiy mditiy 'die'
 paiyiw paiyuw: paiyow 'field'
 paigiw paiguw: paigow 'chest'

 2.2.4 Consonants. Consonants showing no appreciable variation whatever in

 IBL are *t, *?, *s, *m, *n, and *rj. Those that have the same variants throughout the
 Ibaloy-speaking territory are I and y. The lateral has the variant d in word-initial

 position, immediately following a consonant, and intervocalically after a short or
 unstressed vowel.

 PSC IBL

 *lima dima 'five'

 *limut daimot 'root'
 *bukliw bokdiw 'throat'

 *bilait bidit 'skin'
 *wdilu gwilo 'eight'
 *?6ilat ?61at 'vein'
 *tdlirj t6lirj 'black'

 Morphophonemic alternation persists in IBL because of the shifting of stress: bilay
 'count', biddijan 'to count'.

 All IBL dialects have [j] as an allophone of y in the same environments as *1 is
 reflected as d, with the minor exception that Uj] cannot immediately follow i.

 PNUSC IBL

 *yasyds jasjas 'breathe'

 *ka?y is k.a?jais 'light (weight)' *maN-baiyu mambij6 'to pound rice'
 *siya~m siyam 'nine'
 *?7ipuy ?aipoy 'fire'
 *biyad baiyad 'pay'

 The dialects of IBL exhibit some variation among themselves in the development

 of other sounds. The voiced alveolar stop becomes a voiceless palatal affricate in
 the northern communities of Kabayan, Atok, and Natubleng, and it becomes a
 voiceless palatal fricative in all other IBL locales. This occurs when it is initial, pre-

 ceded by a consonant, or intervocalic with an unstressed vowel preceding. In all
 locales, d remains in syllable- or word-final position; it is manifested as [r] when
 intervocalic and preceded by a stressed vowel.

 PNUSC IBL

 *dinum ~inom/sinom 'water'
 *masdil mas~il/masSil 'thick'
 *?idim ?ii6mrniS6m 'different'
 *tidan ?6ran 'rain'
 *oidan Oiran 'name'
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 128 OCEANIC LINGUISTICS, VOL. 37, NO. I

 The voiced velar stop shows variation in the same environments as does the alveo-

 lar, the variant being a fronted voiceless velar stop [k]. This sound is in contrast

 with the voiceless velar stop inherited from PSC, which is noticeably backed [k].
 Only in NTB does g not have this variant.

 PNuSC IBL NTB

 *gi?it ki?it gdi?it 'companion'
 *ma?gis ma?kis ma?gais 'to fall'
 *maN-(kub man?ik6b man?igg6b 'fetid'
 *?aigarj ?aigaj ?aigarj 'hunger'
 *paigiy pigiy paigiy 'rice plant'

 While these variants of the voiced stops operate synchronically, it is best to treat

 them as separate phonemes, either because they overlap with another phoneme or
 because of the unnaturalized loans in IBL that create some degree of contrast.

 All dialects of IBL except those of Kabayan, Bokod, I-wak, and Natubleng
 exhibit allophonic variation in the voiced bilabial stop. The variant is [v], and it
 occurs intervocalically when preceded by a stressed vowel.

 PNuSC TRIB

 *7tibi ?6vi 'yam'
 *tiba tAva 'fat'

 *?ibala ?7avada 'shoulder'
 In some IBL locales, there is allophonic variation in the labial and velar voiceless
 stops when intervocalic and preceded by a stressed vowel. Again, the northern com-

 munities of Kabayan, Bokod, I-wak, and Natubleng do not demonstrate this. The

 dialects of Sablan, La Trinidad, Tuba, and Itogon exhibit fricative variants of both p

 and k; Tublay shows it with p but not k; and Atok has it with k but not p.

 PNuSC KBY ATK TBA ITO
 *sipa sipa sipa sifa sifa 'who?'
 *aipuy ?7ipoy ?7poy ?~foy ?ifoy 'fire'
 *ldki diki dihi diki ddihi 'man'

 *ptikil p6.kil p6hil p6kil p6hil 'bone'
 As was mentioned above, all IBL dialects have the palatal affricate as a variant of y.

 All except NTB show variation with w. Sablan, La Trinidad, and Tublay have [v];

 Itogon has [gw] and [v]; Tuba, Bokod, and I-wak have [gw ]; Atok has [vw ]; and
 Kabayan has [bw J.

 PNuSC KBY ATK TBA BOK ITO

 *wailu bwdlo vwilo v6lo ggwdlo gwilo 'eight'
 *?aisawai ?isibw ?iisavw'i ?sivi ?'isog wi ?2sovai 'spouse' *?iwiy ?ibwiy ?ivwiy ?iviy ?igiy ?ig"iy 'rattan'

 Apparently NTB is the only IBL dialect that geminates an intervocalic consonant

 preceded by i As stated earlier, the central vowel is occasionally fronted under
 these conditions.

 PNuSC IBL (CMN) NTB
 *billit biddit biddlit 'skin'

 *?itik ?itik ?ittik 'bolo'
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 THE SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN GROUP OF PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES 129

 *tinirj ?itinig ?itinnilj 'to hear'
 *sigft siift siggit 'sun'

 Gemination occurs after other vowels also, but not predictably.

 PNUSC IBL (CMN) NTB
 *76ma ?6ma ?ommi 'swidden'
 *?aigiw ? giw ?aggiw 'day'
 *?fmij ?fmij ?immij 'pubic hair'
 (cf. PC *?i:mij 'facial hair')

 2.3 KARAW. Phonologically Karaw is quite similar to IBL, if a bit more complex.
 There is quite a bit of allophonic variation and of overlap among phonemes. Brain-

 ard (1992), couching her argument in terms of autosegmentation, analyzes this vari-

 ation by allocating KAR consonants to two sets, the one more sonorant that the other.

 The two sets alternate with each other depending on three factors: sonority, syllable

 position, and the quality of the preceding vowel. This variation is dealt with here in

 terms of stress, syllable position, and the quality of the preceding vowel.

 Brainard characterizes Karaw as having 22 consonants and 4 vowels, as shown
 in table 5.

 TABLE 5. PHONEMES OF KARAW

 p t k k i o

 b d g gwA

 0 E x a

 m n

 s y w

 2.3.1 Vowels. As in IBL, the Karaw back vowel is represented by o; while there is
 considerable oscillation in its height, the other variants [o], [u],S and [u] are less fre-

 quently heard. The front vowel is also lowered to [e] and [E] in some environments.

 The high central vowel was lowered slightly to mid position. It is frequently
 lowered further to a when in the first syllable of a two-syllable word. This occurs

 preferentially after a voiceless segment.

 PNUSC KAR

 *tihi tAd6/tad6 'three'
 *sigip sMAlp/sal~p 'below'
 *timtik tAm6k/tam6k 'forehead'
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 130 OCEANIC LINGUISTICS, VOL. 37, NO. I

 2.3.2 Diphthongs. Word-final *-iw and *-iy are reflected as -ow and -iy,
 respectively.

 PNuSC KAR

 *bukliw bokd6w 'throat'

 *piyiw piyow 'field'
 *sa?piy sa?piy 'to dry'
 *?altiy ?altiy 'liver'

 2.3.3 Consonants. The voiceless stops p t k have the fricative allophones [0 0 x]
 respectively following a stressed vowel.

 PNuSC KAR

 *yaipit ja it 'thin'
 *7?pa 760a 'hunger'
 *pftu piOo 'seven'

 *mdita m i0a 'eye'
 *ktiku k6xo 'fingernail'
 *sikit saxit 'pain'

 The voiced stops b d g all have variants in certain environments. The bilabial stop

 is reflected as g and g" when preceded by a stressed o and a respectively.

 PNuSC KAR

 *?6bi ?6gi 'yam'
 *??ibit 76git 'buttocks'
 *klibal k.6gal 'G-string' *lhibig d6gig 'dull'
 *?%iba ?7igwa 'taro root'
 *?7ibil ?igwAl 'weave cloth'
 *t~ba tgwa 'fat'

 In one instance the variant is w: PNUSC *libi > KAR ?addwi 'night'.
 The voiced alveolar stop has the allophones [6] and [r] with the same distribu-

 tion as in IBL.

 PNuSC KAR

 *danum ianom 'water'
 *masdil mascAl 'thick'

 *?ailidirj ' ?'ilic66 'shadow'
 *?t6dan ?6ran 'rain'
 *sida sira 'viand'

 The voiced velar stop has three variants. Word-initially, immediately following a
 consonant, and after a short unstressed vowel, the variant is a fronted voiceless

 velar stop.

 PNUSC KAR

 *gu?gu ko?k6 'to scratch'
 *sigid sAkid 'to wait'
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 Preceded by a stressed low vowel, *g is realized as [x]. This is a significant shift,

 because *g and *k fall together in this environment.

 PNuSC KAR

 *pigiw pixow 'chest'
 *pigiy pixiy 'rice plant'
 *?aigat ?axat 'ginger'

 When immediately after a stressed front vowel, *g is reflected as y.

 PNuSC KAR

 *piga pfya 'how many?'
 *pigut piyot 'skinny'

 There are no clear cases of g following stressed back vowel. The one somewhat
 questionable item of this form is ko:*ip 'dream', which derives from PSC
 *ku?gip. The expected reflex in KAR is **ko?ftp. It appears that the glottal stop

 has been replaced by vowel length (as a variant of stress) and that the expected
 voiceless allophone of g has not been altered even though it is now in an environ-

 ment that normally produces the voiced segment.

 KAR further has a glide variant of the bilabial nasal that occurs when preceded
 by a stressed nonback vowel and followed by a nonback vowel.

 PNuSC KAR

 *lima diwa 'hand'
 *lhiman ddiwan 'flesh'
 *lamis daiwAs 'fruit'
 *?7ma ? iwa 'father'

 The lateral phoneme is reflected exactly as in IBL.

 PNUSC KAR

 *biljit bAdit 'skin'

 *lhmut dnimot 'root' *saklid sakd6d 'horn'
 *bdlan b61an 'moon'

 *wdilu gw"lo 'eight'
 The glides in KAR have the variants [gw] and [] of w and y respectively, and, as

 in IBL, the variants do not follow their homorganic vowel.

 PNUSC KAR

 *wa?w"i mAgwa?gwa 'tomorrow'
 *k[ii]yiw kAj6w 'tree'
 *yipit ja it 'thin'
 *yigyig jAgj~g 'earthquake'
 *siyam siyrn 'nine'
 *nuwat nuwfi 'carabao'

 2.4 KALANGUYA. The phonemic inventory of Kalanguya is given in table 6.

 2.4.1 Stress. KLN conforms to the pattern of SC languages in having stress on
 the first syllable, if open and not containing a reflex of *i, except in those words
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 TABLE 6. PHONEMES OF KALANGUYA

 p t k ? i u

 b d g i (a, e, o)

 h (s) a

 m n r

 w y

 where the vowel of that syllable is high and is followed by a homorganic glide. In
 these latter cases, the stress is variable.

 PNuSC DKY KEH HNG

 *siyam siyam hiyam hiyaim 'nine'
 *niyug niyig niydig niyug 'coconut'
 *nuwaJ nuwMi niwarj nuwMiJ 'carabao'
 *buwik btiwik buwik buw6k 'hair'

 2.4.2 Vowels. As with other SC languages, it is the central vowels that demon-
 strate the highest degree of variation. The only other vowel shift of note occurs in

 KEL, wherein high vowels followed by a homorganic glide are lowered (and
 fronted where necessary) as long as the glide is followed by a stressed vowel.

 PKLN KEL

 *buwik bew6k 'hair'
 *nuw~J newig 'carabao'
 *luwa lewdi? 'tear'

 *siyaim heyrm 'nine'
 *niyuig neyig 'coconut'

 As for the high central vowel, in most environments, DKY and KEH reflect it as 4;
 KAY as a, AHN and KEL as e, and HNG as o. In the KAY data (Reid 1971), *i is con-

 sistently reflected as a, although Afable (1989:ix), using the symbol "e" for this
 vowel, describes it as a "short, mid-central vowel ... a and e are in free variation in

 syllables in other than ultimate position." This suggests that in KAY, rules apply to

 the oscillation between the vowels similar to those proposed here for other KLN
 dialects. For example, from the data at hand, it appears that KAY a is lowered when

 it is in the first syllable of a prefixed verb root preceded by glottal stop.

 PKLN KAY

 *?imnis ?am6h man?a?m6h 'to bathe'

 *?imtit ?amuit mana?mit 'to hide'
 In AHN, KEH, and DKY, *i is reflected as a in the first syllable of a word whose
 second syllable is a stressed vowel, although there are various local restrictions on
 the environments in which this occurs. In AHN, this lowering occurs on all occa-
 sions when the next vowel is not also a reflex of *i.
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 PKLN AHN
 *kitft katit 'cold'

 *bil?dt ?ambal?dt 'heavy'
 *sili half 'foot'

 But:

 *?inim ?en6m 'six'
 *?ilij ?el6g 'nose'

 *kitil ket61l 'cold'
 The rule whereby *i is lowered to a in KEH is blocked by a number of environ-
 mental conditions: when preceded by b, or followed by g, or occurring in a redu-

 plicated syllable.

 PKLN KEH

 *?inim ?anim 'six'

 *pilsa palhi 'boil (n.)'
 *timuik tamdik 'forehead'

 But:

 *bilit bilit 'skin'

 *binig binig 'back'
 *bitik bitik 'to run'

 *?igis ?igth 'belly'
 *digi digi 'rice husk'
 *pigsit pighit 'to squeeze'
 *yigyig yigyig 'earthquake'
 *nimnim manimnim 'to think'

 In DKY, the general rule lowering *i to a is blocked only by word-final -iw or by
 its occurrence in an affixed verb form.

 PKLN DKY

 *bitik batik 'to run'

 *kintig makantig 'hard'
 *kidsij makads~ij 'strong'

 But:

 *sigriw sirjiw 'fragrant'
 *tikdiw tikdiw 'frog'
 *?isil ?un?is'l 'to say'
 *tibik titbikin 'to pierce'

 In all KLN dialects except that of KEH and KAY, the low vowel a is raised. In DKY,
 this only occurs in nonverbal prefixed forms. The a must be in the first syllable of

 the root and be preceded by a voiced stop; also, the next syllable must contain the
 vowel i

 PKLN DKY

 *bilig ?abillig 'big'
 *d~lim ?adillim 'deep'
 *dilim nandillim 'under'
 *giyik giggiyyik 'armpit'
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 In KEL and HNG, a is raised to e and o respectively in any word having either of

 two forms. A two-syllable root in which a occurs in the first syllable and is fol-

 lowed by the cluster C? provides the first instance.

 PKLN KEL HNG

 *dapi6l dep?1l dopil 'dust'
 *paylik pey?ik - 'waterfall'
 *kal?ft kel?it! kol?it 'bitter'

 But:

 *sa?diik ha?dtik ha?dfik 'horn'
 *ta?piw ?eta?p6w katta?pii? 'shallow'
 *ya?mis meya?m6h moya?m6h 'soft'

 A more general rule raising a in these two communities does so in three-syllable

 words. Unstressed a in the second syllable is raised if that syllable is open.

 PKLN KEL HNG

 *mi-?att mdi?ettij mi?otti 'hot'
 *kaiwayin kiweyin kaiwoyain 'bamboo'
 *?inapui ?inepui? ?inop6? 'child-in-law'

 If that vowel is followed by w, the vowel is deleted:

 *?isaw ? ?ahwdi? ?ahw7i? 'spouse'
 *mikawdh makwih makwih 'deer'

 If the first syllable of the root is closed, the prefix is not stressed, and its low vowel
 is raised, while that of the root is not.

 PKLN KEL HNG

 *ma-?andirj me?and6rj mo?and6j 'straight'
 *ma-ya?mis meya7m6h moya?m6h 'soft'
 *ma-bil?it mebel?ait mobol?ait 'heavy'
 *kadarjyn kedal3yin kodaqydin 'rich'
 *kabunyin kebunyain kobunyain 'sky'

 2.4.4 Diphthongs. All dialects of KLN except HNG reflect word-final *-iw and
 *-iy as expected: KAY -aw and -ay, AHN and KEL -ew and -ey, and KEH and DKY
 -4w and -j. In HNG, however, these two diphthongs experience merging of the
 glide and vowel to produce -u and -i respectively.

 PKLN DKY KEL HNG

 *biliy biliy biley bili? 'house'
 *paigiy pigiy pigey pigi? 'rice'
 *?altiy ?altiy ?alt6y ?alsl? 'liver'
 *pIyiw piyiw paiyew paiyu? 'field'
 *pigiw p~igiw pigew pfigu? 'chest'
 *ta?piw na?ita?piw ?eta?p6w katta?pfi? 'shallow'

 2.4.5 Consonants. In contrast to the other two branches of NUSC, KLN has

 undergone few consonant changes. All dialects of KLN except that of DKY have
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 participated in a shift from *s to h. Either DKY has retained s, or it has regained it

 under the influence of the surrounding languages, Kankanaey and Ibaloy.

 PKLN AHN KEL DKY
 *?Msin ?ihin ?dihin ?aisin 'salt'

 *pisu paihu pphu? pisu? 'heart' *sfku hiku hfku? sfiku? 'elbow'

 *pilsa palhai pelhi? palsdi? 'boil (n.)'

 Three of the KLN dialects for which data are available, KEL, HNG, and DKY, add a

 nonphonemic glottal stop on vowel-final words.

 PKLN KEL HNG DKY

 *sisu h6hu? htihu? sisu? 'breast'
 *?ulsai ?ulhdi? ?ulh7i? ?ulsi? 'wild pig'
 *??gi 7?igi? ?7gi? ?aigi? 'sibling'

 A general rule applies to gemination of consonants in all KLN dialects. When the
 verbal affixes maN-, -4B, and -an are attached to a verb root, the intervocalic con-

 sonant of the root is geminated. Subsequent to this, of course, there are vowel
 changes in those languages that raise nonstressed a.

 PKLN KEL HNG DKY

 *maN-baiyad mambeyyid mamboyyid mambayyid 'to pay'

 *bflaj-in billmijen bill i"on bill.ijin 'to count' *??lah-an ?ullihan ?ulldhan ?ullksan 'to wash hands'
 But:

 *?um-?ili ?um?dili ?um?ali ?un?ali 'to come'
 KEL and HNG share one other consonant shift that the other KLN dialects do not

 have, although this is simply a case of allophonic variation. The voiceless alveolar

 stop is rendered a sibilant when it occurs before the front vowel. This variant is

 always [s] in KEL, and in HNG it is either [s] or [p], apparently in free variation.

 PKLN KEL HNG

 *?ditip ?asip ?7asip 'sheath (for bolo)'
 *76tin ?i6sin ?i76in 'penis'
 *?itil ?esil ?osil 'vagina'
 *bibtifk bebsik bobpfk 'to run'
 *?altiy ?alt6y ?alsi? 'liver'
 *nittiy nett6y notpf? 'dead'

 2.5 ILONGOT. Ilongot has experienced a number of phonological changes in
 its development from PSC. The current phonemic inventory is given in table 7.

 2.5.1 Stress and Vowel Length. Ilongot underwent the shift of stress to the first

 open syllable (not having *i) that NuSC did. In ILT, this has resulted in marked
 lengthening of the vowel.

 PSCC Pre-ILT ILT

 *dantm *dinum di:nom 'water'
 *basi *bisa bi:ta 'wet'
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 *pigi *piga pi:gi 'how many?'
 *?iliJ *?iliu ?irij 'nose'
 *kinig *kinig kinig 'thick'

 TABLE 7. PHONEMES OF ILONGOT

 p t k ? i i o

 b d g a

 s y V: (length)

 m n 1)

 w y

 This pattern was altered by a shift in stress to the second syllable of a word when it

 followed a high vowel and its homorganic glide. This includes the glide between
 certain vowels produced by the deletion of *1.

 PSCC ILT

 *duwa dowd 'two'

 *?uwly ?owi 'rattan'

 *siy. siy. 'he/she' *pi:law piaw 'mud'
 *bu:lan boain 'moon'

 The deletion of a preconsonantal glottal stop with concomitant lengthening of the

 preceding vowel, as in PNG, has created vowel length where PSC did not have it.

 PSC ILT

 *ba?kil 'old (woman)' bi:koy 'woman, female'
 *da?l7ig 'neighbor' di:yag 'near, neighbor'
 *si?btk 'to blow' si:bok 'to blow' *sa?diik 'horn' ta:dok 'horn'

 Naturally, the introduction of loan words has reinforced vowel length.

 ?a:dal < Iloko ?a:dal 'to learn'

 da:gat < Tagalog da:gat 'sea'
 lo:kop < Isinai lu:?up 'ring'
 talaba:ko < Spanish trabajo 'work'

 A vowel occurring after a consonant cluster is usually stressed, although light
 stress may often be heard on the first syllable, especially if the first consonant in
 the cluster is voiced.

 dipyat 'stone' boky6 'neck' dignay ~ dignaiy 'wind'
 matyim 'blood' ?6yta 'deer' ?nsiij ~ ?ansiJ 'clothing'
 go?g6 'scratch' b6ryon 'rainbow' pindik ~ pandik 'star'
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 2.5.2 Vowels. The one consistent vowel shift that all ILT dialects have under-

 gone is the raising of *a after a voiced stop:

 PSC ILT

 *ba?bi bi?bi 'tooth'

 *da?p1il di:poy 'ashes'
 *giyal3 giy~iJ 'spear'

 In KAw, *u is fronted to iwhen it occurs before a w that is followed by a central

 vowel, similarly to the situation in KEL.

 PSC KAW

 *duwai diwai 'two'
 *bu:wid bi:wid 'sand'

 *lu:wim yi:wim 'ripe'

 Sporadically, both PAY and GAN have a rather than the expected ias a reflex of *i.

 This appears to happen preferentially immediately before a voiced intervocalic
 consonant. PAY, for example, has the following:

 PSC PAY

 *?irit ?arjit 'to laugh'
 *kinig ?okanig 'thick'
 *?idin ?adin 'to hold'
 *?ilij ?ajij 'nose'
 *?imit ?am6t 'to hide'

 2.5.3 Diphthongs. The word-final sequences *-iw and *-iy have been reduced to
 -o and -i respectively.

 PSC ILT

 *?a:giw ma:go 'day'
 *bukliw boky6 'neck'
 *pa:giy pa:gi 'rice plant'
 *?7wiy ?owi 'rattan'
 *dulkiy, dukkiy do:ki, dokki 'long'

 2.5.4 Consonants. In the few inherited items that had the sequence *C?, the two
 have metathesized and the glottal has been replaced with vowel length.

 PSC ILT

 *lirlit yi:rjit 'sweat'
 *suy?il to:yay 'to push'
 *latiy niya:si, ma:si 'night'

 Those with the shape *?C have usually replaced the glottal stop with vowel length
 when the second syllable is a closed one.

 PSC ILT

 *ku?gip ko:gip 'dream'
 *ba?ktl bi:koy '(old) woman'
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 But if the consonant following the glottal is an alveolar, the glottal stop remains.
 PILT ILT

 *da?lim di?yim 'deep'
 *sa?lat tayit 'to exchange'
 *di?til di?tiy 'floor'
 *la?nip ya?n6p 'face'
 *tu?djik to?d6k 'thorn'

 When the second syllable is open, the glottal stop remains.

 PSC ILT

 *gu?gi go?g6 'to scratch'
 *wa?w, wa?wi 'morning'
 *su?ni to?ni 'thorn'

 ILT has undergone two changes affecting the voiceless alveolar obstruents. The
 stop *t is reflected as s before the front vowel i, and the fricative *s becomes t

 everywhere except when immediately followed by i.

 PSC ILT

 *tfla sidi 'vagina'
 *?altiy ?iysi 'liver'
 *baisa bi:ta 'wet'

 *7ulsi 76yta 'deer'
 *?igis ?igit 'belly'

 The lateral phoneme *1 is generally reflected as y, often proceeding to deletion.
 This is an ongoing process, and various environments lend themselves to *1 dele-

 tion more than others. Alternative pronunciations occur between villages and even

 within a village. The lateral is always reflected as y in word-initial position and
 when following another consonant.

 PSC ILT

 *liga ya:gi 'to weave (mat)'
 *lidlid yid~id 'to wipe'
 *tadl~i tady~ar 'rib'
 *sa?ldit ta?ydt 'exchange'

 It is also reflected as y when followed by a consonant other than the glottal stop. If fol-

 lowed by the glottal stop, the *1 is deleted and the preceding vowel takes on length.

 PSC ILT

 *?ulsa ?6yta 'deer'
 *?altiy ?ysi 'liver
 *til?ip ti:?ap 'winnow'

 In word-final position *1 is nearly always reflected as y after o, a, and i. When iis
 the preceding vowel, *1 is usually reflected as zero.

 PSC ILT

 *?Aipul ?a:poy 'lime'
 *kidul ki:doy 'thunder'
 *di?til di:tay 'floor'
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 *sibal si:biy 'answer'

 *?lfbil ?i:biy 'weep'
 *tAmil ta:miy 'cheek'
 *tibil tibi 'sharp'
 *buikil bo:ki 'seed'
 *dilil diriy, dilij 'hear'

 In the case of intervocalic *1, there is no clear pattern. In the few instances of *1

 occurring after *i, all of them reflect *1 as 7.

 PSC ILT

 *?ilii ?iyi1 'nose' *?ilit ?iyt 'strong, hard'
 *sill tiyf 'foot'

 When between any other two vowels, y and zero occur with equal frequency.

 PSC ILT

 *7filu 'head' ?o:, ?o:yo 'hair (of head)'
 *?ilil ?oi:ya 'widow'
 *?dilad ?a:d 'fence'

 *kilat ka:yat 'bite'
 *siliw ta:iw, ta:yiw 'sell'
 *pilaw piaiw 'mud'
 *bilay biaiy, bi:yay 'alive'

 There are many occurrences of phonetic (and phonemic) 1 in all ILT dialects. Most

 of these must be attributed to loans from other languages, but nearby donor lan-
 guages are often difficult to identify.

 li:git cf. BON, KNK ligit 'anger'

 bili13 ~ biliij cf. IVTI mavail ~ mavayij 'black'
 pi:lag cf. KNKN pildig 'lie down'

 Others are innovations, shared or not, within ILT itself.

 bolii1kid ~ olijkid 'short'
 lipid - ?i:pid 'cut off'
 li:mot 'tongue'

 The dialects of ILT spoken in GAN and in PAY exhibit allophonic variation in the

 glides in prevocalic position, having [v] as an allophone of w and [i] (PAY) or [Z]
 (GAN) as an allophone of y.

 PSC PAY GAN

 *liwid [ya:vid] [ya:vid] 'betel leaf'
 *yipit [?oiapft] [mazappit] 'thin'

 3. MORPHOLOGY. The four most notable areas of innovation in the develop-
 ment of SC morphology from PSCC are the pronouns, the deitics, the adjectival
 prefixes, and the verbal infix *-um-.
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 3.1 THE INFIX *-UM-. Throughout SC, and therefore at some time after the
 split with PCC but before ILT separated from WSC, the infix *-um- changed its

 form to the prefix *?um-, although the perfective remains an infix, as for example

 PNG -inm-.4 Only KEL and HNG have retained the bilabial nasal, the rest of the SC

 languages having shifted it to the alveolar position.

 PSCC PSC ILT PNG IBL KAR KAY KEL HNG

 *-um- *?um- ?on- un- ?on- ?on- ?un- ?um- ?um-

 The southern IBL communities of SBN, Tri, TUB, and Ito, at least, have further

 altered the vowel of the affix, and they have allowed the nasal to assimilate to the

 point of articulation of the root-initial bilabial or velar consonant.

 KBY TUB

 ?on?fnom ?in?inom 'to drink'
 ?onbitik ?imbitik 'to run'

 ?onkilat ?ijkdilat 'to bite'

 3.2 ADJECTIVAL PREFIXES. In PSCC, the prefixes *?a- and *?aN- mark a
 class of adjectives having some inherent property. The former has been retained in

 all SC languages except ILT, where it appears as the prefix 7o- or merges with ?aN-.

 PSCC PNG ILT

 *bilay abiliy ?ambiyiy 'alive'
 *?a-da:lim aralim ?odi?yim 'deep'
 *basi ambasai ?obi:ta - ?ambi:ta 'wet'
 *pa?it ampa?ft ?opa:?it ~ ?ampa:?it 'bitter'
 *7i:nit am(pitij) ?o?i:nit 'hot'

 In HNG *?a- either merges with other prefixes or is replaced by kaC-.

 PSC PNG KEL HNG
 *?a-diwi arawi ?edawwi? kaddawwf? 'far'
 *?a-d~lim aralim ?edall6m kaddall6m 'deep'
 *?a-ta?giy atagly ?eta?g6y katta?gif 'tall'
 *ya?piw a(limiw) meya?p6w kayya?ph? 'light (weight)'

 And in KAR, *?aN- does not continue as an adjective marker. Adjectives are
 marked by ?on-, ma-, and ?a-. Further, the marker *na-, which is the perfective of

 ma-, has been replaced by the form ?iya-. Reid (pers. comm.) suggests that this
 may have developed from the form *mina-, with loss of the nasals (cf. Arta mina-

 patid 'dead').

 PNuSC IBL KAR

 *pit~j ?ampitiJ ?onpAtai 'hot'
 *bil?tt ?ambil?ait ?onbAl?it 'heavy'
 *ka?yis ?arjkla?js ?onla?jis 'light (weight)'
 *napnli napn6 ?iyapn6 'full'

 4. Itbayaten Ivatan has both infixed and prefixed forms: tumayu?, ?umtayu? 'to hide', and
 sumayap, ?umsayap 'to fly' (Yamada 1967).
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 *napsil napsil ?iyapsil 'sated'
 *nayislip nayis6p ?iyay?As6p 'near'

 3.3 PRONOUNS. Reid (I979) has reconstructed pronominal forms for PC,
 PSCC, and PSC. The only change from PC to PSC in the long nominative forms

 was the elimination of the last two segments from the IS *siyaken to produce the
 following set.

 Is *siyak IP *siikami
 2S *si?ika 2P *si?ikayu
 I + 2S *siikita I + 2P *siikitayu
 3s *siya 3P *si?ida

 The is form might better be reconstructed as *si?ak, given the ILT form and the

 normal propensity for other Cordilleran languages to introduce a glide when elim-

 inating ?in this particular intervocalic environment.

 A subsequent change alters the medial syllable *-ki- in the I + 2S and I + 2P to

 *-ka- by analogy with the IP and 2P forms that both begin with the sequence
 *si?ika-. The analogical change spread also to the 3P form in PNG, changing
 *si?ida to *si?ikada. Actually, the shift from *-ki- to *-ka- does have a reflex in ILT

 (GAN) as well. Either this change, at least for the I + 2P form, predates the split of

 ILT from WSC, or GAN developed this independently at a later time by analogy

 with the IP form. Alone among the various dialects of IBL, KBY has retained the
 original *-ki- sequence in the I + 2P form, sTi?ktaj6.

 Other developments in ILT, Reid notes, include the regularity in the develop-
 ment of ILT sikisi and siki from *si?ikitayu and *si?ikayu respectively. The evolu-

 tionary steps are:

 *si?ikitayu > *sikitayu > *sikitay > *sikitiy > *sikiti > *sikisi
 *si?ikayu > *sikayu > *sikay > *sikiy > *siki.

 Also, in ILT, the 3P form changed from *si?ida to siyay diby analogy with the 3s

 form: *si?ida > *siya + ?ida > *siyay da > siyay di The corresponding pronoun in
 GAN, siyay ?[di 'they', highlights this process.

 PAY and GAN then reanalyzed the 3s form to contrast with the 3P pronoun to

 mark singularity by producing siya so. The sequence so at first appears to be irreg-

 ular, since s only occurs before the front vowel. A likely reconstruction for this

 particle, then, would be *siyu. Although it seems a long reach, the corresponding

 pronouns in two Northern Mangyan languages, Alangan of Baco and Tadyawan

 of Alibato, both in Oriental Mindoro, have si:yo and siy6 respectively for '3s'.5 In
 both the ILT and Mangyan cases, this form may derive from *sinu 'who?' with
 loss of the nasal.6

 5. I am indebted to Mr. James Clifford and Mr. Hugh Porter for this information.

 6. In Alangan and Tadyawan, the nasal has also been lost in the perfective infix -in-; cf. Alangan
 kayat 'bite' and kiya:yat 'bitten'.
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 PAY has carried the analogy to the is form, yielding siyd ?dk, ensuring that all

 pronouns that do not begin with the sequence sik- are marked with siya-, giving
 the following set:

 Is siyi ?Ak IP sikami
 2S si:ka 2P siki
 I + 2S sikita I + 2P siki:si

 3s siya s6 3P siyay di

 Early in the development of SC, before ILT diverged from WSC, the 3s genitive
 form *-na was replaced by *-tu, which developed from the deitic 'here, this'.
 PWSC then adopted the 3s long nominative form *si?ikatu.

 The initial sequence *si?i- was reduced to *si- both in ILT and PNG. For PNG
 this produces the following set:

 Is siyik IP sikami
 2S sika 2P sikayui
 I + 2S sikati I + 2P sikatayti
 3s sikatiW 3P sikard.

 The NuSC languages underwent another development not shared with PNG and
 ILT. In the medial sequence *-ka-, the voiceless velar stop *k became voiced.
 Also, the sequence *si?ga- was reanalyzed as the formative for the long nomina-

 tive, and the feature 'person' became marked by the addition of genitive markers

 in is and 2S. The resulting long nominative forms in the NuSC languages are:

 PNuSC IBL KAR KLN

 Is *si?gik si?kik si?kdk hi?gik
 2S *si?g am si?kim si?kim hi?gaim
 I + 2s *si?gata si?k~ta si?kiOa hi?gita
 3s *si?gatu si?kito si?kio hi?gdtu I p *si?gami si?kami si?kaiwi hi?gnmi
 2P *si?gayu si?kiyo si?kyo hi?gayu
 I + 2p *si?gatayu si?kataj6 si?kioayo hi?gitayu
 3P *si?gada si?kaira si?k ra hi?gida

 In the southern IBL communities of La Trinidad, Tuba, and Ito, and also in I-wak,

 the glottal stop has been deleted, leaving sikdk, sikdm, and so forth. In AHN, the
 glottal has merged with the following velar stop: higgdk, higgdm, and so forth.

 HNG has shared in the NuSC developments only in the is and 2s pronouns. The
 balance of the long form nominative pronouns are retained from earlier etyma.
 The is form also has a competing form, hiku?, whose geographically closest cog-
 nate forms are found in Sambalic (cf. Bolinao si?ku, Santa Cruz and Botolan hiku,

 'I'). The other pronouns are traceable to PC.

 PPHN Pre-HNG HNG

 Is *siku *si(?)ku hiku?

 PNuSC Pre-HNG HNG
 Is *si?gzk *si?gak hi?gik
 2S *si?gim *si?gnim hi?gim
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 PC Pre-HNG HNG

 I + 2S *sita *sita hita?

 3s *siya *siya hiya?
 IP *sikami *sikimi hikmf?

 2P *sikayu *sikiylJ hikyd?
 I + 2P *sitayu *sitiyyi hityd? [higyi?]
 3P *sida *sida hida?

 The genitive set of pronoun clitics demonstrate much less variation in their devel-

 opment than do the long nominative forms. All SC languages, with the exception
 of KAR and ILT (KAK), have the expected reflexes of the PSC set.

 Is *-ku ~ *-k IP *-mi
 2S *-mu ~ *-m 2P *-yu
 I + 2S *-ta I + 2P *-tayu
 3s *-tu 3P *-da

 In KAR, the I + 2s form -ta does occur, but it is more common to hear -tdyo, and

 the I + 2P form -tdyo is disambiguated by affixing the 3P clitic to form -tayoid. In

 ILT (KAK), the reported form for I + 2S is the plural pronoun -si rather than the

 expected -ta, which is the form for this pronoun in the other ILT dialects.

 3.4 DEITICS. The fourth area of morphological divergence of SC from PC lies in
 the deitics. On the basis of the Iloko forms, PC must have included at least the set:7

 DEMONSTRATIVES LOCATIVES

 *?i-tu(y) 'this' *di-tu(y) 'here'
 *?i-ta(y) 'that (I) *di-ta(y) 'there (I)'
 *?i-di?a(y) 'that (II) *di-di?a(y) 'there (II)'

 All SC languages except HNG and two dialects of ILT have retained the *di- for-
 mative in the locatives, but only ILT, PNG, and the TUB dialect of IBL have kept the

 *?i- prefix of the demonstratives. The NUSC languages and, to a certain extent,
 PNG have adopted other markers for the latter, most commonly ?a-, si-, and sa-.

 In the roots, ILT retains the sets *tu and *ta, and, as all other SC languages, it

 has adopted the form *ma(n) as a replacement for *di?a(y). PWSC substituted *ya
 for *tu, which, as mentioned earlier, is now the genitive marker for the 3s pronoun.

 The origin of *ya is not immediately apparent, although it probably derives from

 the 3s pronoun *siya. The base of the item meaning 'that, there (I)' has the form
 tan in two dialects of ILT and all WSC languages but HNG. This yields the follow-

 ing sets for PNG, KAW, and PAY.

 KAW PAY PNG

 'this' ?ito ?itot a:ya
 'that (I)' ?itan ?itan itin, a:tan
 'that (II)' ?ima, ?iman ?iman imin, a:man

 'here' dito dito diy.
 7. In the glosses that follow, (I) means 'near addressee', and (II) means 'far from both speaker

 and addressee'.
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 'there(I)' dita, ditan ditan ditin
 'there (II)' diman diman dimain

 The addition of final -t in PAY is unexplained. It is found also in the KAK locatives.

 'this' (?i)to 'here' ?itot
 'that (I)' (?i)ta 'there (I)' ?itat
 'that (II)' (?i)ma 'there (II)' ?imat

 GAN varies in several ways from the ILT norm; *ta has been displaced by tod and

 *ma(n) by mad. Further, two of the locatives have lost the *di- prefix and substi-
 tuted for it the suffix -in.

 'this' say ?i:to 'here' di:to
 'that (I)' san t6d 'there (I)' to:din
 'that (II)' say ?i:ma 'there (II)' ma:din

 Since s only occurs before the front vowel, the underlying forms must be:

 'this' *siya-y ?itu
 'that (I)' *siya-n tud
 'that (II)' *siya-y ?ima

 Throughout the Philippines, *siya is a common lexeme for the third singular pro-

 noun, as is seen in Reid's reconstruction of PC *siya '3s'. Its use as the formative

 for the demonstratives is quite logical, as in the gloss 'the one here' for 'this'.
 Also, phonologically, *siya is a likely form to be the origin of ?a-, si-, and sa-.
 Consider the following KLN sets from KEH and DKY.

 KEH DKY

 'this' hiya ya sifyay, siyay
 'that (I)' hiyai tan si?ftan
 'that (II)' hiya man siimin

 AHN and KAY have added the form *?ada(y) for 'this, here', and AHN has further
 altered the other two demonstrative forms.

 AHN KAY

 'this' hi?aya, hi?ada hi?aday
 'that (I)' hi?aditin hi?atan
 'that (II)' hi?adimin hi?amman

 The deitics in KEL and HNG show the most radical divergence from the WSC norm.

 KEL HNG

 'this' htiya?, ya?h6y yahhiiy
 'that (I)' huttin ?ommain
 'that (II)' hfman, hummain ?ommtin
 'here' di diyiy, ?iyadyi? (yad) diyA?
 'there (I)' di ditan, ?ittdn yad man, yad ?ommin
 'there (II)' di dimm6in, ?imm6n yad ?ommin

 KEL has adopted a demonstrative prefix *su- and discarded the inherited form;
 HNG shares this prefix in the stem meaning 'this' but has not generalized it to the
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 other demonstratives. This prefix, of course, is identical to the particle that GAN

 and PAY use to mark off the third singular pronoun from the plural in siyd so. If,

 indeed, it originates in PPHN *siyu, then it is shared again in the WSC forms for
 the meaning 'who?', such as PNG siyupd, siyupdy, and in the NUSC item sotd -
 huttd 'whatchamacallit'. The locative prefix di- has been reanalyzed as part of the

 base forms, and the marker is again used, somewhat redundantly, in the forms
 such as di ditan 'there (I)'. KEL's alternative set of locatives show another set of

 prefixes using *?i-, while altering the vowel of the two items meaning 'there'. The

 locatives in HNG employ an innovative marker yad. In both the demonstratives
 and the locatives, *man has been reassigned to 'that, there (I)' and the new item
 *mun is used for 'that, there (II)'.

 With the exception of TUB, mentioned above, IBL shows remarkable unifor-
 mity in the deitics. KAR conforms to the IBL pattern, but it also allows the syllable

 -?a as an alternative to final -n in all forms meaning 'that, there'.

 PWSC IBL KAR

 'this' *siya-ya(y) sajiy sejiy, SAja
 'that (I)' *siya-ta(n) satn setin, sAta
 'that (II)' *siya-ma(n) samain semin, sAmi?a
 'here' *di-ya(y) ciyay iiyiy
 'there (I)' *di-ta(n) EitAn ifan, ifOa?a
 'there (II)' *di-ma(n) cimain ifwan, ciwa?i

 4. LEXICOSTATISTICS AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS. Inferences based

 solely on lexicostatistical analysis may be suspect, as many linguists suggest, but

 they may provide corroborative evidence of conclusions based on shared phonolog-

 ical and lexical innovations. The figures below are based on a comparison of basic

 vocabulary using a standard Ioo-item list. The items compared are those appearing
 on the list proposed by Swadesh (Samarin 1967), with a few exceptions. The follow-

 ing terms were deleted because they are often borrowed items or they replicate other

 list items in northern Luzon languages: green, round, seed, fish, kill, lie, sun. They

 were replaced by the terms: deep, wide, thorn, eel, brain, run, laugh.

 When comparing a language with an established subgroup, say PNG (one case)
 with IBL (12 cases), there are three logical choices of which figure to adopt as indi-

 cating their relationship: the lowest figure, the highest, or an average of all. In this

 exercise I have used the mean, in an attempt to eliminate the extreme cases that
 may have been brought about by hidden borrowing, either between the languages
 in question or between one (or both) of them from languages not under consider-

 ation.8 PNG, for example, shares 65% of basic vocabulary with the dialect of IBL

 8. Using the median, rather than the mean, provides similar results:

 PNG

 IBL .61 IBL

 KAR .58 .74 KAR
 KLN .62 .79 .67 KLN
 ILT .44 .31 .33 .33 ILT
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 spoken in Pico, La Trinidad, but only 56% with the IBL dialect of Natubleng,
 Buguias. The mean percentage of cognates shared by PNG and IBL dialects is 61%.

 That is the figure used for present purposes.

 There is a problem in determining the relationships of the KLN dialects to IBL.

 The southern KLN communities show much closer relationships to IBL than do
 those of the north, on the basis of lexicostatistics alone. This would suggest two

 quite separate relationships, with IBL and northern KLN splitting at the 67% level

 and IBL and southern KLN splitting at 85.5%. On the basis of shared (and non-
 shared) phonological rules and shared lexical innovations, however, it appears wiser

 to posit a single KLN speech community, the southern representatives of which have

 borrowed extensively from their geographically proximate IBL neighbors.

 With these considerations in mind, the percentages of shared cognates among

 SC languages are:

 PNG

 IBL .61 IBL

 KAR .58 .74 KAR
 KLN .62 .76 .65 KLN
 ILT .43 .32 .33 .34 ILT

 The percentage of cognates shared by KAR and IBL is undoubtedly inflated by bor-

 rowing, since KAR is surrounded by IBL speakers. Because of this and the apparent

 borrowing between IBL and some dialects of KLN, the three languages, IBL, KAR,
 and KLN, are tentatively considered coordinate descendants of one ancestral
 tongue, PNuSC.
 The lexicostatistical figures provide the basis for the tree diagram in table I.

 Other investigators, using other techniques and/or using comparative lexical lists

 of various lengths, have arrived at quite different views of the relationships of the

 languages in question.
 Thomas and Healy (1962) postulated a four-way split of the Philippine Super-

 stock into Ivatan, Ilongot, Baler Dumagat (Northern Alta), and the Philippine
 Stock. The latter, they suggested, split three ways into the Northern Philippine

 Family, Pangasinan, and the Southern Philippine Family. This arrangement puts
 the three major branches of SC in three radically different subgroups of Philippine

 languages.
 Fox, Sibley, and Eggan (1965) arrived at percentages of shared cognates

 between ILT and PNG of .416 and between ILT and IBL Of .393. Nevertheless, they
 classed ILT separately from the "Northern Division," "Central Division," and
 "Southern Division," roughly NC, CC, and SC respectively. '"The relationship of
 Ilongot to all other groups ranges below 40%, with the exception of Gaddang and
 Pangasinan, but in its structure Ilongot belongs with the Northern Luzon Type, as

 against the Central Luzon languages" (Fox, Sibley, and Eggan (1965:1o9).
 Morphological and syntactic information is not given, and it appears that the

 "structure" referred to must be phonological. It is likely that Fox, Sibley, and

 Eggan (I1965) were misled by the phonological rules that ILT shares with some of
 the NC languages.
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 Thomas and Gieser (1973), working toward different purposes, likewise
 grouped ILT as a single classification under "Northern Negrito group and Luzon
 various," coordinate with the "Baler group," Northern Cordilleran, Central Cordil-

 leran (which included Iloko, Itneg, Ibaloy, and Kalanguya as well as CC lan-
 guages), and others.

 Walton (I979), using the 372-item list in Reid (197I), postulates that Ivatan
 split off first from "Northern Philippine," followed by a divergence of ILT. "North-

 ern Philippine split at 29% into Ilongot and Cordilleran. This is the percentage of

 cognates Ilongot shares with Balangao, Gaddang, and Itawis, discounting the
 higher percentages Ilongot shares with Southern Cordilleran (Pangasinan and
 Karaw) and Kankanay as attributable to mutual borrowing from Pangasinan (a

 language to which each of these is geographically adjacent)" (Walton (I979:8I).
 The discounting of these higher percentages is unwarranted. Pangasinan has
 undoubtedly contributed lexemes to its neighboring languages, as it has borrowed

 from them, but its contribution to the vocabulary of KNK must be minimal, and it

 is lexically farther from KAR than it is from any SC language except ILT. ILT has
 borrowed heavily from languages with which it has come into contact, such as
 Tagalog and Isinai, and when it has done so it has retained traces of the borrowing

 in phonological irregularities. For example, ILT shows phonetic [1], when [y] or
 zero is expected, or [i] or [o] where [i] is the regular reflex. What may be expected

 to be early loans into ILT from PNG, because they have been fully naturalized, may

 just as well be retentions from an earlier shared language.

 The primary reason for separating ILT from other Cordilleran languages was
 undoubtedly the large number of uniques in its basic vocabulary, which depresses
 the percentage of cognates that ILT shares with other languages. Zorc (1986:154)
 argues that some of these, at least, are Austronesian retentions.

 Reid (1979, 1989a, 1989b) has used a number of criteria to classify the lan-
 guages of northern Luzon, including shared lexical, morphological, phonological,

 and syntactic features. His (1979) reconstruction of the Proto Cordilleran pronoun
 systems is particularly compelling. The grouping of ILT with SC that Reid and
 Zorc established is now widely accepted.

 It might be argued that ILT is, indeed, related to the other SC languages, but no

 more so than to the CC languages. The lexicostatistical calculations argue against
 this. The percentages of cognates that ILT shares with the SC languages ranges
 from .27 to .45, whereas the range for CC languages is .24 to .30. That ILT is so

 closely related to CC is not surprising if it is a first order descendant of PSC. The
 divergence of ILT from PWSC most likely occurred very shortly after PSC and
 PCC themselves split.

 ILT shares some morphological, semantic, and lexical innovations with CC lan-

 guages that do not occur in other SC languages. These items must be added to the
 inventory of PSCC.9

 9. Reconstructed forms containing either of two possible phonemes have those phonemes in
 square brackets; e.g., *k[iu]pft has reflexes of both kipit and kupft. Those with a segment that
 may or may not have been present have that segment in parentheses; e.g., the form ancestral to
 both bati:lid and banti:lid is represented as *ba(n)ti:lid.
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 *?idin: BONE, IFG, KLA ?od6n; ITG ?idin; IsI ?onnin, magd6n; ILT ?idin,
 ?adin 'to hold'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *heZen 'to squeeze out'.

 *?ulita:?u: BON, KNK ?olita:?o; BLW ?ulita:?o; IFG ?7lita:?u; ILT ?oyta:?o,
 ta:?o 'uncle'. Cf. PPH(Z) *Ulitaou 'young man'.

 *ba?bai: BON, KNK, IFG bab?a; KLA bab?al, ba:ba; Isi ba:va, bava; ILT bi?bi
 'tooth'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *baqbaq 'mouth'.

 *ba(n)ti:lid: KNKN (Luba), KLA (Masadiit) banti:lid; KLAN bate:led; ILT
 bisi:lid 'mountain'. With unexpected I in ILT.

 *biki[krJ]: BoNN bikbikain 'bow-and-arrow'; KNKN bikaij; KLAS bo? ij
 'bow-and-arrow, bow'; ILT bikak 'bow (weapon)'.

 *da?laig: BONN, KLA dal?ag 'neighbor'; KNKN da:?ag 'draw near'; ILT
 di:yag, di:ag 'near', kadiylg 'neighbor'.

 *diplis: BON diplis; KNK dippis 'cliff'; IFG (Hapaw) dopwih 'stone'; IFG
 doplih 'rock, cliff, boulder'; ILT dipyit 'stone'.

 *ga:tud: BON, KNK ga:tod 'tailfeathers'; IFGE ga:tud; ILT gi:tud 'back (of
 person)'.

 *kay(?)ab: KNKS kayflib; ILT kayaib 'to climb'.

 *kilim: BON kilim 'sour wine'; KNKN kilim 'set the teeth on edge, ki:lim
 'sour'; ILT ki:yim 'sour'.

 *k[iu]pit: KNK kipit, nakpit 'withered, dried up'; IFG kupft 'dry (of leaves)';
 ILT nakpit 'dry'.

 *kiskis: KNKN kiskis; ILT kitkft 'bark (of tree)'. Cf. PAN(D) *kiskis 'scrape'.

 *ku:bu: KNKN ko:bo, kob6 'to fence in'; IFG ku:bu(h) 'house lot'; ILT ku:bu
 'space under house'.

 *labik: KNKN labdik; ILT yabik, yinabik 'to hit someone with an object'. Cf.
 Iloko labak 'to abuse someone'.

 *lirjit: ITG lirJit; IFGE loj6t; ILT yinirJt 'sweat'. Cf. PHN(Z) *lij?et 'sweat'.

 *ligit: BON, KNK ligit; ILT li:git 'anger'. With unexpected I in ILT.

 *makain: BON, KNKN makin; IFGE ma?ain; ILT makin 'cooked rice'. Cf.
 PPH *makian 'edible'.

 *pilig: KNKN ?ipil"g; ILT pi:lag 'to lie down'. With unexpected I in ILT.

 *pilaiw: KNKN pilaiw 'very soft mud'; ILT pi iw 'mud'. Cf. TAG pilaw 'turbid-
 ity of water'; ILK piliw 'pool of standing water'.

 *silja:?Vg: KNKN sirjiag, sirjgi?ig; ILT ?antigflog 'fragrant'. The loss of the
 second vowel was a late development in ILT.

 *si?lik: BON sil?ik; ILT ?ani?4ik 'to sniff'.

 *su?ni: KNKN soni 'splinter, intrusive body'; ILT to?ni 'thorn'.

 *tuntiJ: BLW tonihJ; ILT ton6rj 'cold'.
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 *yam(m)iw: IFG yamm6; ILT yam6 'to float'.

 Lexical sharing exclusively between ILT and CC is offset, however, by similar
 such sharing between CC and each of the other branches of SC. PNG, for instance,

 shares a number of items exclusively with CC languages.

 *?id: KNK ?2d; PNG id 'toat (marker of distant location or time)'. Cf. PCC
 *?ad idem.

 *?ugtin: BON, KNK yogtin; KNKN ?ogtin; KNKS ?iyogtin; PNG yugtin
 'younger sibling'.

 *?ulit: IFG ?ul?u:lit; KLA ?ul?ullit, ?ullit 'story'; PNG ulit 'narration'. Cf. PPH
 *[q?]ulft 'to repeat'.

 *b/al/a:?uk: BON (Maligcong) bala:?ok 'spatula'; BON (Mainit) bala:?ok;
 BON (Darlic), KNKN ba:?ok; PNG bala:?uk 'ladle'. The vowel length in PNG
 is irregular.

 *di:ljut: BON di:jot; PNG marir6t 'dirty'.

 *gud(iu:)gud: BON godo:god, IFG gudi:gud, KLA gudu:gud, PNG gurgiir 'to
 rub'. Cf. PC *gudguid 'itch, herpes, scabies'.

 *kitlib: IFG kotlib 'to bite deeply into something'; ITG kitthb; PNG kitlib 'to
 bite'. The merging of I with t in ITG is irregular.

 *ku(m)pa?piy: BON kopap?iy, BoNN kopa:piy, KLA (Masadiit) kappa:poy,
 koppa:poy, PNG kumpa:piy 'butterfly'.

 *latdg: KNKN lat6g, lat6b 'to swell (of the eyes)'; PNG latdg 'to swell'.

 *libu1jit: BON ?alibojitrjit 'pitch black'; PNG kalibuijitin 'dark'.

 *sagsaig: Isi saxsaix; PNG sags4ig 'to pierce'. Cf. IVT sagsaig 'chop, hash'.

 In addition to the items shared with CC languages, PNG demonstrates external
 relationships with the other Northern Philippine, but non-Cordilleran, languages.

 Many lexical items are suspect, however, as there has apparently been a substantial

 amount of borrowing between PNG and the Sambalic languages.
 The other three SC languages constitute the Nuclear Southern Cordilleran sub-

 group. Lexical and phonological data were collected from 12 Ibaloy-speaking
 communities, all in Benguet province except for I-wak, which is spoken in some
 remote barangays of Kayapa municipality in Nueva Vizcaya province. The dialects
 of Ibaloy are all very similar to each other, sharing from 86% to 98% of basic
 vocabulary and exhibiting only minor phonological differences among themselves.

 There are six dialects of Kalanguya for which data are available. This language

 and the people who speak it have been called by several different names. Those
 groups in Tinoc, Ifugaw have been labeled "Kalanguya" for quite some time. The
 dialect spoken in the barangay of Antipolo, Asipolo municipality, Ifugaw is
 Keley-i, and the one spoken in Amduntog, Asipolo is Yattuka or Hanglulaw (Han-
 glulo in the Ifugaw language). The dialect spoken in Amlimay, Buguias is
 Mandek-ey, and that of sitio Tinudan, Kabayan Poblacion is Mangkehang. In
 Nueva Vizcaya the various groups found in Kayapa and Santa Fe have been
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 labeled Kallahan (Rice 1978, Afable 1989).'0 Keley-i and Hanglulaw are quite
 similar to each other lexically, sharing 94% of basic vocabulary. Kehang, Mandek-

 ey, and the dialect of Kayapa proper are all closely related to each other, sharing

 between 87% and 94% of basic vocabulary. On the basis of lexicostatistics, Kalan-

 guya of Ahin is more closely related to this group, at from 80% to 86% of basic
 lexicon, than it is to the two northeastern dialects. Although quite close to KEL
 (85%), its lexical relationship to HNG is remarkably low (58%). Undoubtedly,
 there has been quite a bit of borrowing between the northern dialects of Kalanguya

 and Ifugaw and, as mentioned above, between the southern dialects and Ibaloy. If

 looked at on the basis of shared innovations, however, Ahin seems to be slightly

 closer to the northeastern pair than to the three somewhat to the south. Since this is

 the case, I have tentatively classed KLN of Ahin as a third branch of Kalanguya
 coordinate with the other two.

 Karaw is a truly interesting case. It is agreed by speakers of Karaw and their

 Ibaloy neighbors in Bokod that the people of Karaw are an "intrusive" population,

 having migrated to their present location at some time in the distant past. The oral

 tradition in Karaw holds that the people came to this place from a village in Bon-

 toc called Palingaw by way of the Nueva Vizcaya lowlands (Brainard 1992:27).
 The language is most definitely a SC one, and it obviously did enjoy a long period

 of independent development. While it is similar phonologically to Ibaloy, there are

 some important differences. And there is a large amount of basic vocabulary not
 shared with other languages.

 There are several lexical innovations that Karaw shares exclusively with CC
 languages, but they do not constitute convincing proof of a long association with

 Bontok in particular. They are shared, however, with BON, KNK, IFG, and IsI, lan-
 guages with which KAR would have come in contact if the oral tradition is histori-

 cally correct.

 *7ani:nit: BoNE ?aninnit, BoNS ?aninnit, ?anannit; KAR ?aninit 'ghost'. Cf.
 PAN(Z) *qaNiCu 'ghost, spirit of the dead'.

 *?up6s: IFG (Banawe) ?op6h; KAR ?O:OAS 'to rub'.

 *lu:big: KNKN lo:big; KAR ?Ad6gAg 'dull, blunt'.

 *rJi:ti: KNKN 1i:ti, Ijitiyain 'black, dark'; KAR ?Afjii?Ain 'dirty'.

 *rjiyug: BON, KNK iiy6g, BLW r3iytig; KAR ijiy6g 'coconut'. Cf. common
 SCC niydg 'coconut'.

 *pirJwi: IFG piwif; KAR pigwif 'to turn around'.

 *si?pik: KNKN sip?6k, Isi sip?6i?; KAR si?p6lk 'to blow'. Cf. PMC(R)
 *si?buk 'to blow'.

 *sukliy: IFG (Batad) hu?liy 'to shovel'; KAR sokddiy 'to dig'. Cf. PNG sukliy
 'to turn upside down'.

 Io. In 1994 at a meeting of representatives of all these groups it was resolved that they all belonged to
 one "tribe" and that the proper designation for themselves should be "Kalanguya." The term "Kal-
 lahan" was specifically rejected (Kalanguya Tribal Congress 1994:98-99).
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 *tukggj: BON tokg6rj 'to sit beside, guard'; IFG tukg6rj 'to squat, hunker';

 KAR toki6J 'to sit'.

 These items should be assigned to the level of PSCC.

 5. SHARED INNOVATIONS

 5.1 PROTO SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN. Naturally, a great deal of lexi-
 cal borrowing is to be expected in the context of ethnic diversity presented by the

 Cordillera Central. Items that are well represented in SC but that occur otherwise

 only in contiguous CC-speaking communities are tentatively judged to be loans in

 the latter. This is especially evident for those items that are found in the KNKS dia-

 lects spoken in Benguet but not in other branches of the CC family. Even more
 apparent as loans are those terms that appear in IFG of Kiangan and that Lam-

 brecht (1978) labels hudhtid words. Virtually all of these items come from the
 "Lagawe language," i.e., Kalanguya. In the lists that follow, such apparent loans
 are noted as "cf. KNKS" or "cf. IFG" without further comment.

 Items are assigned to the level of PSC if they are innovations shared exclu-
 sively by ILT and at least one other SC language. They are considered innovative if

 they are totally new lexemes, if they represent a significant semantic shift from
 some ancestral item, or if they exhibit irregular phonological change.

 *?agat: PNG agtt; IBL, KLN ?agat; KAR ?axat; ILT ?a:git 'ginger'.

 *?ag[dw]il: KAR ?agw?l 'G-string'; ILT ?agdi 'clothes, skirt'.

 *? pil: IBL, KLN ?apil; KAR ?d)il; ILT ?a:piy 'different, other'. Cf. PNUCC
 *?apfl 'twin'.

 *?imuit: PNG yamidt; IBL, ILT ?am6t, ?im6t; KAR ?Am6t; KLN ?imiit, ?amit 'to
 hide'. Cf. IVT ?amot, DGTC ?im6t 'to suffocate; ISG ?amm6t 'to cover the
 mouth with the hand'.

 *?ima(n): PNG imin, IBL ?imain; KAR ?iwan; KLN f?imin; ILT ?i:ma, ?imin

 'that (fr from speaker and addressee)'.

 *?7idas: PNG urns; IBL ?o:ras, ?odsain; KLN ?u:dah, maiudddih; ILT ?o:dit 'to

 wash (object)'. Cf. PHF(Z) *StiRas 'to wash'.
 *iMgis: PNG kaugsain; IBL na?o:gis 'ugly'; PNG maugis; ILT ?o:git 'bad'.

 *b~gu: PNG bagti; IBL bigo; ILT bi:go 'feather, body hair, pubic hair'; KAR
 b~igo 'pubic hair'; KLN b~gu, btgu? 'body hair, pubic hair'. This item has dif-
 fused into KNKS ba:go 'feather, body hair, pubic hair' and KNKN bagba:go
 'head hair, body hair'.

 *bakl~iJ: IBL, KAR balkdZi 'body, tree trunk'; KLN bakl.13 'body'; ILT bitYiJ 'body'. The term in ILT has undergone regressive assimilation of the voice-
 less stop. Cf. ILK bakr@x 'side of the body'.

 *ba?kjl: IBL ?iba?k61, ba?k61; KAR ?aba?k61; KLN naba?ktil 'old woman';
 IBL (IWK) bak61 'wife'; ILT bi:koy 'woman, female'.
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 *bitik: PNG batik; IBL batik, bitik; KAR bAtik; KLN batik, betik, batik; ILT

 (GAN) bisik 'to run'. This item has diffused into IFG butik, bumtfk 'to run'.

 *biy?in, bi?in: KLN beyydn, biy6n 'betel leaf'; ILT bi:?in 'betel chew'. Cf.
 IFG bi:yen 'betel vine, betel leaf'. Cf. Pan(B) *buyuq 'betel'.

 *bukbdk: IBL, KAR bokb6k; KLN bukbdk, bukbuikon; ILT bokb6k 'to slice
 (meat)'. This item has diffused into KNKN as bokb6k 'to cut up, to divide
 cooked meat'.

 *buai(y): IBL bo?d~iy 'outside', bo?dayain ni ?adiw 'east'; KLN bu?liy 'out-
 side', bu?liyan ni higit, bu?liyan ni 7?igiw 'east'; ILT bo?li 'outside',
 bu?la:?an nimi ?ilag 'east'. The 1 is unexpected in ILT. Cf. ILK bu:lay 'to
 escape', KNKN bowdy 'to go out'.

 *da?lin: PNG da:lin; IBL cadin; ILT di:yin 'land, soil, earth'. Deletion of the
 glottal stop accounts for the vowel length in PNG and ILT, and it also explains
 the second-syllable stress and occurrence of d rather than 1 in IBL.

 *dikdcik: IBL ik&ik. gik.ik; KAR ,Ak'Ak; KLN dakd6k; ILT di:kdi:k 'to boil' But cf. BoNtok dikdik 'to be boiled dry, of cooking vegetables, meat, or rice'.

 *dflig: KLN dilig; ILT di:g 'edge, shore'. Cf. IFG di:lig 'side beam'.

 *di-ma(n): PNG dimain; IBL cimin, simain; KAR Uiwan, ciwa?i; KLN dimin,
 dimmdin; ILT dimain 'there (far from speaker and addressee)'.

 *kaiwil: KAR kiwil 'bamboo water container'; ILT ka:wi 'bamboo water con-
 tainer, bamboo raft'.

 *k[ii]yiw: PNG kiyiw; IBL kiyiw, kivyiw; KAR kAj6w; KLN kiyiw, keyew,
 kiyi?; ILT kiy6, kiy6 'tree'; IBL kakiyiwin, kakiyuwain; KLN kakiyiwan 'for-
 est'. Cf. PAN(B) *kahiw 'tree'.

 *kiNllI: PNG kinhllJ; ILT kily6iJ 'shield'.

 *ku?gip: PNG kugku:gip; IBL ko?ko?l~ip, kogklokip, kogk6gip; KAR kooip;
 KLN kuku?gip; ILT ku:gip 'dream'. Zorc (1979) reconstructs this item as
 Proto-Pangasinic *kuqgip 'dream'. Cf. PSCC *?u:gip 'to sleep'.

 *ljwim: IBL ?ad6wim, ?id6wim; KLN naldiwim; ILT nayu:wim, ?oyi:wim
 'ripe'. Cf. PHF(Z) *lu?um 'ripe'.

 *ma-?idim: PNG ga:rim; IBL ma?"im, ma?Sim; KAR ?ara?7Xm; KLN ?7d6m,
 ma?d6m, ma?dim; ILT madi?dim, ma:didim 'afternoon'. Zorc reconstructs
 this item as Proto-Pangasinic *maq( )dem 'afternoon'. Cf. PMC(R) sedem
 'dark'.

 *pigs[iilt: IBL pigsit; KLN pighit, pogh6t, pegh6t; ILT pigsit 'to squeeze'.

 *pinat: PNG pi:nat 'to stretch'; KLN pinat; ILT pi:nat 'to pull'. Cf. KNKN
 pi:nat 'to stretch out one's legs'.

 *piyuk: PNG puytik; IBL, KAR p6yok; ILT po:yok 'to rub'.

 *sa?lit: PNG salit; IBL, KAR sa?dat; KLN ha?lkit; ILT ta?yit 'to exchange'. The
 expected form in PNG is *sa:lat.
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 *silf: PNG salf; IBL sidi; KLN hili, half, hali, helf?, holi?, sal?; ILT tayf, tiyf
 'foot'.

 *silJig: PNG, IBL sirlig; KLN herj6g; ILT tixjig 'trunk of tree'. Cf. ISG tajrgjig
 'kind of tree'.

 *tawin: PNG, ILT ta:win; IBL tab'in 'sky'. Zore has reconstructed this as Pre-
 Pangasinic *taqwen 'sky'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *taqwen 'year'.

 *tikyaib: PNG tikyib; ILT takydib 'to fly'.

 *-tu: PNG, KLN -tu; IBL, KAR, ILT -to 'third singular genitive pronoun'.

 *t(1?u: PNG tu?ti; IBL, KAR, ILT t6?o; KLN tiiu 'person'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *Ca?u?
 'person'.

 *wa?wa: KAR mAgwa?gwa 'tomorrow'; KEL wa?wd? 'morning'; ILT wi?wa
 'morning', maw?7wa 'tomorrow', tan wi?wa 'day after tomorrow'. Cf. IFG
 wa?w '. .. beginning of the morning'.

 5.2 PROTO WESTERN SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN. Those items for

 which a reflex in ILT has not been found but which are shared exclusively by PNG

 and at least one other SC language are assigned to the level of PWSC.

 *?agiyyit, ?aggifyit: PNG agi:yit 'mosquito'; KLN ?aggiyet, ?aggiyot
 'housefly'.

 *?1ikad: PNG akair; IBL Mkad, man?akid; KAR ?7ixad; KLN ?Mikad, man?akkid
 'to walk'. Cf. IFG 7a:kad, 'to make great steps in walking'.

 *?a?maiy: PNG a:maya:may, amya:may; KLN (HNG) na?maiy 'many'. But cf.
 Kalamansig Cotabato Manobo ?amayan 'big'.

 *?amaiyu: PNG ama:yu 'toy'; IBL man?amiyo; KEH, DKY man?amiyu 'to
 play'.

 *?amtA: PNG amt~ , IBL, KAR, KLN ?amtA 'to know (person or fact)'. This item
 is assigned to PWSC because of its wide distribution in that subgoup, but it is
 also found in neighboring CC languages: KNKN (Bauko), IFG (Kia), and Isi
 ?amti 'to know'.

 *?an-tikiy: PNG antikiy 'short (obj.)'; IBL ?antikiy 'short (obj. or person)';
 KLN ?antikk6y, ?antikkey, kasikkf? 'short (person)'. IFG has borrowed this
 term, ?antikkd, ?atikk& 'short '.

 *?irjub: PNG aljtib; IBL, KAR ?irjob; KLN ?tiub, ?arjjtibon 'to smell'. Cf. PC
 *?a:jub 'to smell'.

 *?ilig: PNG alig 'don't'; KLN ?eldg, ?ol6g 'not (v., past and nonpast)'. Cf.
 PSCC *?[ai]g 'negative of verbs' and Sambal (Botolan) ?agmo 'don't'.

 *balatgi: PNG ambalarij, KLN ?ambalarj ; IBL ?ambalirJi, ?imbalirrg 'red, yel-
 low'. Cf. KNKS manbala:ja 'red, yellow'.

 *ba?lig: PNG ba:lig; IBL bava?dig, ?iba?dig; KLN ?aball6g, ?abillig 'big'.
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 *ba?yis: PNG bayis; KAR ba?js 'to borrow'. The expected form in PNG is
 *ba:yis.

 *bi?i: PNG bi?i; IBL, KAR, KLN bli 'woman, female'. Cf. PPH(Z) *ba:[h]i
 'woman'.

 *biluDit: PNG ambiluijit, IBL ?ambiloqit, ?imbilojit 'dark'. Cf. PSCC *buliHit
 'dark'.

 *ddkul: PNG duktil; IBL 66kol, '6hol; KLN dfkul 'to lie down'. Cf. DGTC
 duk6g 'to lean down', KNKN dok6 'to turn one's back on something'. The
 DGTC form suggests a possible PC reconstruction of *dukuR with a meaning
 incorporating downward motion.

 *galgdl: PNG ga:galin; IBL, KAR kalkil; KLN galgdil 'betel chew'. Cf. PPH(Z)
 *galgal 'to chew'.

 *gainu: PNG gandi; IBL kano; KLN gainu, magannui 'fast, quick'.

 *gflig: PNG gilig; IBL, KAR flig; KLN gilig 'shore'. Cf. PSC *dflig 'shore,
 edge'.

 *k6lalaw: PNG kulalaw 'tumeric'; KEL kuleliw 'yellow'. Cf. IFG kula:lo
 'tumeric' and kinula:lo 'yellow'.

 *ktiluj: PNG kulu:kul4irj; KLN kulkiIlurj 'throat'. Cf. PMP(B) *karujkurj
 'throat'.

 *la,: PNG unli; IBL kila 'to come'.

 *la2: PNG la; IBL, KAR la, da 'already (completion marker)'.

 *ldag: PNG larig; IBL, KAR dirag; KLN lidag 'to swell'.

 *liisus: PNG sanlastis; IBL disos, sandisos; KAR sandisos; KLN lihuh, han-
 lihuh, hallihuh 'hundred'. This item has diffused into one dialect of Isi as

 sinlasis. Cf. PAN(Z) *Ratfs 'hundred'.

 *lupdi: PNG lupdai 'to spit'; IBL (ATK) dopca 'spittle'; KLN lupda 'spittle',
 ?umlupdi 'to spit'. Cf. Hiligaynon dupli?, Kinaray-a dupra 'to spit'.

 *ltpuk: PNG lupuik 'weak, worn out'; TuB, TBA ?id6fok 'rotten'. Cf. TAG
 lupok 's.o. soft surfaces or swellings that stay pressed or depressed when
 pressed'; PC *lu(:)pek 'rotten'.

 *pisil: PNG napsil; IBL pisil, napsil; KAR ?iyapsAl; KLN pihil, pehl1, naphil,
 naph6l, naph61, naph61 'full, sated'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *be[cs]ijRe 'sated'; cf. also
 DGTC pisig 'swollen (of a woman's breast that is full of milk)'.

 *pigad: PNG pigFir 'to invert, turn over'; IBL pigad; KLN piggadon 'to turn'.

 *plkil: PNG pukil; IBL p6kil; KAR p6xAl; KLN pikil, pikal, phkel 'bone' Cf.
 PPH(Z) *bukel 'bone', PNuCC *pu:kil 'shoulder'.

 *sikiy: PNG sakliy; IBL sikiy; KAR sa?kf; KLN hikiy, hikay, hikey, hiki?
 'one'.
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 *si-?ami(n): PNG a:man, sa:man; IBL samain; KAR sAm in, sAmi?a; KLN
 hi?ammin, hiyamin 'that (far from speaker and addressee)'.

 *si-?atin: PNG a:tan, sa:tan; IBL satin, hatAn; KAR SAtAn, sAta?a; KLN hi?at~n,
 hiyatin 'that (near addressee)'.

 *si-?aiya: PNG a:ya, sa:ya, IBL sajiy, hiyay; KAR SAj', SAjiay; KLN hi?ayi,
 hiyaya 'this'.

 *siyu-pa(y): PNG siyupi, siyupiy; IBL sipa; KLN hipa 'who?'. Cf. PPH *sinu
 'who?' and PC *pay 'adverbial particle; still, yet, so?', with loss of the nasal
 after i. IBL and KLN have eliminated the second syllable most probably by
 first dropping the unstressed vowel; the now unnecessary glide is simply
 vocalized as vowel length: *siyu + pa > *siyupa > *siypa > *si:pa.

 *ytidugj: PNG yuriD; KLN yiduij 'to sit'. Cf. BON and KNK yo:dolj 'to bend
 over' and IFG yuddi3 'to squat'.

 5.3 PROTO NUCLEAR SOUTHERN CORDILLERAN. Innovations that

 occur in all three branches of NUSC may be assigned with confidence to the level
 of PNUSC.

 *?ikan: IBL ?dkan, ?i?kin; KAR ?i?kjin; KLN ?dikan, maji?a?kain 'to give'.

 *?~il: IBL ?76iJil; KAR ?hi1jAl; KLN ? 1jal, ?7iijel 'body'. Cf. PSCC *?a:rjil 'soul,
 spirit, substance'.

 *?asg~i: IBL na?ask~i, ?iniskil3, k.a?ask~i; KAR ?iyask~i; KLN ?inahgij 'neighbor'; IBL nayaskaj; KLN na?iha?gi~j 'near'. With metathesis of the
 first two consonants of the root in KLN 'near'.

 *?7tip: IBL, KLN 7?tip; KAR ?Miip 'sheath for bolo'. Cf. PC *?a:tip 'wooden
 or iron rod'.

 *?itiw: IBL, KLN ?itiw; KAR ?7aiw 'to lose (item)'. PC *?a:tiw 'to lose (con-
 test), to be defeated'.

 *?idim: IBL ma?Cim, na?6im, na?Sim, ka?Cimin; KAR kla?cAmin; KLN
 ma?d6m, ka?dimin, ka?dami.n 'yesterday'. Cf. PWSC *?idim 'afternoon'.

 *?ididm: KAR ?A66m; KLN (KEL) ?edi6m 'companion'. Cf. PSCC *?[iu]di6m
 'other, different'.

 *?igdi: IBL ?igCi, ?igif, ?agif; KAR ?Agi; KLN ?agdi 'to hold'; IBL ?agUi, ?igif
 'to carry'.

 *?isil: IBL ?isil; KAR ?Asil; KLN ?7h61, ?ihil, ?eh61, ?oh61 'word, language, to
 say'.

 *?imuk: IBL ?imok; KAR ?atimok; KLN ?imuk, 'housefly'. Cf. PSCC *?i:muk
 'mosquito'.

 *?utik: IBL ?Otik, ?o?otik 'few, small'; KAR ?otik 'few'; KLN (DKY) ?u?utik
 'few', ?u??uttik 'small'. The stress on the second syllable is irregular in this
 item. Cf. PAN(D) */hle(n)Tik 'small, few'.
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 *bainaw: IBL ?imbainaw; KLN ?ambainaw 'wide'; KAR binow 'deep'.

 *bay[dn]ik: IBL bay'ik, bay"ik, baynik; KAR baynAk; KLN bayd6kan 'to
 stab'. Cf. KNKS baynik 'to stab'.

 *bfitig: IBL ?ibitig, ?abfitig; KAR ?abiOAg; KLN nabitig, nabfteg 'poor'.

 *biki: IBL b6ki; KAR b6xi; KLN biki 'meat'. Cf. KNKN boki 'to distribute
 meat'.

 *gfddab: IBL, KAR ?ik6rab, ?akl6rab; KLN nagtidab 'blind'. Cf. KNK go:dab
 and Isi (Dupax) nahuliv 'blind'.

 *kidsal: IBL makadsaiU, makidsaig; KAR maxAdsai; KLN makodhairj,
 makadhiij 'strong, fast'.

 *kisis: IBL kisis, kasis; KAR kasis; KLN kahih, kehf?, kohf? 'semen'. Loss of
 final s in KEL and HNG is unexplained. Cf. PC *kVsft 'semen'.

 *ka?yas: IBL ?ik.a?jdis, ?ajka?jais; KAR ?onka?jis; KLN ?arjkaydh, ?ajka?yis 'light (weight)'. Cf. KNKS makay?aqs 'light'; also KNKN kayais 'quickly,
 fast'.

 *kibut: IBL kibot, magibot; KAR k6bot, mAjibot; KLN kibut, majibbit,
 ?unkfbut 'to steal'. Cf. PNG ki:but 'miserable, dissatisfied'; ILK kib6t 'miser'.

 *klibal: IBL k6bal; KAR k6gal; KLN ktibal 'G-string'. This term has diffused
 into KNKS as ko:ba 'G-string'. Cf. PSCC *ku:bal 'bark cloth'.

 *kulptit: IBL, KAR kolp6t; KLN kulptit 'cloud'. Cf. IFG ko:put (Hapaw) and
 kulpuit (Kiangan) 'cloud'.

 *linas: IBL (KBY), KAR dinas; KLN (DKY) linas 'flood'. Cf. ILK landis 'rising
 of the tide'.

 *mimi: IBL, KAR, KLN mimi 'urine'. Cf. PAN(D) *miGmiG 'to urinate'; KPM
 ?imf? 'urine'.

 *nim: IBL, KLN nim; KAR nAm 'if'. Cf. PC *gem 'if'.

 *niman: IBL, KAR, KLN niman 'now, today'. Cf. PNG niman 'then, a while
 ago'; cf. also KNKS ?id ni:man and IFG ?ad ni:man 'today'.

 *Ija?7ij: IBL, KAR, KLN ia?rji 'young (person), child'. Cf. KNKN Irarj?i 'new-
 born bird'.

 *ifla: IBL, KLN, KAR jila 'ear'. Cf. PPH *tagi:la 'ear'.

 *pa?ilir: IBL pa?idilj, KAR pa?id;iJ; KLN pa?illij, pa?ill5j 'fish'.

 *pa?ltik: IBL pa?d6k 'river, stream'; KAR pa?d6k 'stream'; KLN pa?lfk,
 pa?pa?lik 'river, stream'.

 *paspis: IBL, KAR paspis 'eyebrow, eyelash'; KLN pahpfih 'eyelash'. Cf.
 KNKS paspis 'eyebrow'.

 *pitirj: IBL maptig 'good, pretty, clean'; KAR maptg 'good'; KLN pot6IJ,
 maptig, mapt6ij 'good'. Cf. KNK, maptig 'good, pretty, clean'.
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 *pispis: IBL, KAR pispis; KLN pihpifh, mamihpfh 'to choose'. Cf. DGTC
 pesp6s 'to pick fruit', BON pispis 'to choose the good leaves or beans for
 cooking', IFG pihpfh 'to pinch with the fingers and thumb'.

 *sa?ppit: IBL, KAR sa?pit; KLN ha?pdit 'above'. Cf. PNG sapit 'place on top of
 something', ILK sa:pat 'top, summit', IFG ha:pat 'basket cover'.

 *saiya: IBL, KAR s iya; KLN haiya 'tear (in eye)'.

 *s~Jsut: IBL, KAR S6sot; KLN hihut 'intestines'. Cf. PNG sUtsut 'to disem-
 bowel'; KNKN sots6t 'to express the dirt, e.g., from the bowels'.

 *timjik: IBL tam6k, tim6k; KAR tAm6k, tam6k; KLN tamtik, timuik 'fore-
 head'.

 *tujggil: IBL, KAR tokail; KLN turJgail 'to buy'. Cf. TAG tuLgagil 'to buy or sell
 one by one, retail'.

 *yip?is: IBL ?anjipis, ?injip?is 'soft, smooth'; KAR ?AnjAp?;s 'soft'; KLN
 ?anyap?6h 'soft, smooth'.

 Those items that appear in only two branches of NUSC offer less convincing evi-

 dence for assignment at this level, although those shared by KAR and KLN are
 more likely to derive from PNuSC than those shared only by KAR and IBL.

 *?aigarj: IBL, KLN ? agaij, na?iigarj 'hunger'. Although this term is widespread
 in IFG, its distribution implies that it diffused into IFG from NUSC.

 *?ikad: IBL ?kad; KLN ?kad 'to go home'. Cf. PWSC *?ikad 'to walk'.

 *?ainirj: IBL ?idnir; KAR ?inAlJ 'not yet'. Cf. IFG ?ann6rj 'fulfillment of what is desired or wished'.

 *?apusais: IBL 7afosis, ?amposis, KAR ?aposais 'light (color)'.

 *?a.was: IBL, KAR ?iiwas 'outside'.
 *?igaiy: IBL ?ikay, nimikiy; KAR ?1Jkiy 'later'. Cf. BON, KNK ?igiy 'nega-
 tor of past verbs'.

 *?ignif: IBL ?igni; KLN ?agni 'to hold, carry'. Cf. PNUSC *?igdf 'to hold,
 carry'.

 *?imin: IBL ?imWin, KLN ?amm in 'don't'.

 *?imlij: IBL ?imdigj, KAR ?imd;&i 'happy'. Cf. PC *7amRa~i 'happy'.

 *?u[dg]si: IBL ?Odsi, ?ogsf 'to wash hands'; KLN ?udhi 'to wash (object)'.

 *?jgan: IBL (NTB) man?o:gan; KLN man?uggain 'to cook', ?inuggiin 'cooked
 rice'. Cf. PSCC *?ug?in 'small cooking jar'; KNKN ma1I og?in 'to cook for
 oneself alone'.

 *?uklil: IBL ?okd6rj; KLN ?ukluj 'thirst'. Cf. PSCC *"uklij 'to crave'.

 *?n(iy i): IBL ?on, ?6ni, Ton?fin; KLN ?inay, ?un?ian 'to see'.

 *26pa: KAR ?64a; KLN ?pa? 'hunger'. Cf. IFG ?upi 'to crave something to
 eat'.
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 *6wis: IBL na?6wis; KAR ?a?6WAS 'ugly'.

 *baiis: IBL ba?rjis; KLN ba?rjih 'to lie (untruth)'.

 *btkiw: IBL (NTB) bikkiw; KAR b6xow 'chicken louse'. Cf. ILK bu:kaw
 'kind of insect'; KNKN bo:kiw 'moth'; KNKS bo:kaw 'dragonfly'.

 *bu?ly: IBL bo?daiy; KLN bu?lay 'land, soil, earth'. Cf. PSC *bu?li(y) 'out-
 side, east'.

 *buli?lf: IBL bodi?di, bodi?di; KLN kamanbuli?li 'to turn over'. Cf. PPH(Z)
 *ta buli[ ] 'to turn over'; this item has diffused into Isinai manbuli:li 'to turn'.

 *bu13Il: IBL boijd61, KLN bujhld1 'rainbow'. Cf. PC *buIltin 'rainbow'.

 *bhjDut: IBL b6IJot; KLN bhDut 'mouth'. Cf. TAG bugJ6t 'beard', KNK b6ijot,
 IFG boijiit 'to muzzle'.

 *diksil: IBL (KBY) 6isk.il; KLN dikhail, dikhilen, monikhil 'to split (wood)'. This item shows metathesis of the medial consonant cluster in KBY; it has
 also diffused into IFG as dikhil 'to split logs'.

 *dinuwin: IBL, KAR 6inowin 'water jar'.

 *dukiyaj: IBL ?an'ohiyiiM, ?in'ohiyvi 'long'; KLN nopaddukyi 'long, high'.
 Cf. PSCC *?an-du:kiy, *?an-dukkiy 'long'.

 *ga it: IBL ki?it; KLN gi?it 'companion'. Cf. PNuCC *da:?it 'companion'.

 *galurjgdth: KAR kalojk6ru; KLN galuggirj 'throat'. Cf. PMP(B) *karujkuj
 'throat'; this item has diffused into Isinai as galogg6rJ 'throat'.

 *ka?ibu-an: IBL ka?ibwij 'grass'; IBL kaybowain; KAR ka?ibowin 'cogon'.
 Cf. PC *?i:bu 'awn (of grain)'.

 *k i[kt]ib: IBL kikib; KLN kiteb, katob 'turtle'. This term appears to have
 spread from KLN into IFG (Bayninan), ?attob 'turtle'.

 *kiyarJ: IBL naykaydi, KLN na13k~iyaij 'above, sky'. Cf. PSCC *kaymirj 'tall,
 high'.

 *kidil: IBL kidil, kisil, kasil; KAR kACAl 'pig'.

 *kispig: IBL kispig, kaspig; KLN ?ikihpig, kahpig 'to throw, toss'. Cf. KNKS
 kospig 'to throw'.

 *kitit: IBL ?iijkatit, ?aijkitit, ?i3jkitit; KLN ?ankatit, ?arikatit, 7?aikatit 'cold'.

 *ki?[ln]ut: IBL ki?d6tan; KLN ki?ki?nit 'anus'.

 *lkIJaw: IBL (Tri) kirjaw; KLN (KEL) kikkfijaw 'echo'.

 *libiij: IBL dibig, nalbiij; KLN lob6rj, nalbo6j, nalbil 'wet'. Cf. PSCC *libiIJ 'flood'.

 *lidik: IBL naydiaik, naydiik., naliik; KLN lod6k, na?ild6k, maldik 'deep'.
 Cf. KNKN lidik 'to fathom, to sound'; also Botolan lidig 'deep'.

 *lit~iJ: IBL ditiJ, marjiltAij; KLN marjilaltAij 'to boil'. Cf. TAG la:tarj 'rise in
 temperature', BON lit~ij 'broth in which meat has been boiled'.
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 *hibig: IBL dibkain; KLN malibgin, malibgainan 'to forget'.

 *linuwain: IBL, KAR dinowdin 'honey'.

 *lftup: IBL dit6pan; KLN litup, littipan 'west'. Cf. ILK litfip 'to finish, com-
 plete'.

 *lu?bit: IBL dobit; KAR do?bAt 'grass'.

 *lium: IBL naydo?6m; KLN naylu?iim 'below'. Cf. PC *Ru:?uDj 'below'.

 *lIwin: IBL (TUB) ?ido:vin; KLN (AHN) nalhwen 'ripe'. Cf. PSC *hiwim
 'ripe'.

 *Diri?aw: IBL rji?aw, rja?rji?aw 'bad, ugly'; KLN rj7i?aw 'bad'. Cf. BON rja:?aw
 'name of a spirit, used to frighten children'; KNKN IJa:?iw 'very poor, very
 needy'.

 *piyad: IBL, KAR p~yad 'wing'. Cf. PC *payaik 'wing', KNKN payadain
 'chicken, poultry, used only in tails'.

 *pig?as: IBL pig?as, pag?'s; KAR pAg?ds 'to hit (with obj.)'. Cf. KNKS pog?ais
 'to hit (with object)'.

 *sigig: IBL ?ansikfg, ?insigfg, ?insakfg; KLN ?anhigig 'dirty'.

 *sigit: IBL si~it, KLN hagit, hagit 'sun'. Cf. KNKS sigit, sogit, and IFG hugit
 'sun'.

 *su-ta: IBL soti; KLN hutti 'whatchamacallit'.

 *tjlaw: IBL, KLN tilaw 'star'. Cf. PC *ta:law 'the planet Venus'; this item has
 diffused widely into BON and KNK, and it has entered ILT (PAY) as kanta:law
 'shooting star'.

 *tig?in: IBL tig?in; KAR tAg?in 'cold'. Cf. KNKS tog?in 'cold'.

 *tintin: IBL, KLN tintin 'vagina'. Cf. KNKN tintin 'to stick in'.

 *tdila: KAR toli?i; KLN ttila 'where?'. The stress in KAR is irregular.

 *ttgaw: IBL t6Iaw; KLN tdiaw 'to sit'. Cf. KNKN to:Uaw 'restricted, remain-
 ing at home', IFG tu:ro, tu:Daw 'obligatory day of rest'.

 *tuplik: IBL topd~i; KLN tuplikan 'carabao wallow'. Cf. PCC *tabl6ik 'cara-
 bao wallow'.

 *tiwa: IBL t6wa; KLN tdiwa 'where?'.

 A few items appear in IBL and, in KLN, only in Mangkehang and/or Mandek-
 ey; they are particularly suspect since the latter are surrounded by Ibaloy. If they
 are, indeed, borrowed into these two Kalanguya dialects then they should be
 assigned to the level of Proto Ibaloy.

 *?igiw: IBL (Tri); KEH ?igiw 'sky'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *qajaw 'sun'.

 *?fbug: IBL ?iboJ; KEH ?fburj 'to throw away'.

 *burjig: IBL borj?igan, bohjfigan; KEH burJigan 'anus'. Cf. BON b6rjag 'to
 be bottom up' and BLW barig 'buttocks'.
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 *d[iu]1Jpil: IBL 'orJpil, SiIpil; KEH dapjpil 'to hit, box'. Cf. BON dojp61 'to
 bang against something'.

 *kala?it: IBL kala?it; KEH kala?ft 'to climb'.

 *kalyap: IBL kaljaip, ?onkaljap, mankaljap; DKY ?onkaliy6ap 'to float'. Cf.
 KNKS kalyaip 'to float'.

 *ka?wairj: IBL ka?bwi1J, ka?gw"irj, ka?v"i1j; KEH ka?w~i 'handspan'. Cf. ISG
 nakawkawdii 'very roomy'.

 *lig~a: IBL mandikai, digTin, dag?in; KEH lagdi?in 'to make, to do'.

 *l[ii]spig: IBL dispig, dispaig 'below'; KEH lahpaig 'low'.

 *lan?aiwa: IBL na?idaij?iwan; KEH na?ilan?aiwa 'happiness, well-being'. Cf.
 PPH(Ch) *R(ae)hinawa 'happiness'.

 *pa?pai: IBL pa?pai, ?ompa?pdi; DKY ?onpa?pdi? 'to hit (with an object)'.

 *pftuy: IBL pitoy; KEH pftuy 'mud'.

 *pikil: IBL (Tri) p6hil; DKY pfikil 'seed'. Cf. PWSC *pikil 'bone'.

 *sidJi: IBL sik6, nasi6; KEH ndhaddi 'thirst(y)'.

 *sun: IBL son; DKY sun 'oblique marker'.

 *tupda: IBL topia, topia 'to spit, spittle'; KEH tupdi 'spittle'.

 Also suspicious are three items that occur in KLN and, in IBL, only in I-wak,
 which is surrounded by KLN.

 *kinlum: I-wak kind6m; KLN killim 'pig'. There is nasal assimilation to the
 lateral in KLN. Cf. IFG kolhim 'newborn pig', kinluim 'small pig'.

 *ku?lip: I-wak ko?dip; KLN (KEH) ku?lip 'raincloud'; KLN (KAY) ku?lip
 'cloud'.

 *tidaw: I-wak tiraw; KLN tidaw 'monkey'. Cf. PPHN *?ad iw 'monkey'.

 5.4 PROTO IBALOY. Innovations that are shared exclusively among the dia-
 lects of IBL are assigned to the level of PIBL. Those that are widespread, occurring
 in many communities, or in at least two communities that are not contiguous, are

 more likely to be inherited from the proto language. They are cited here in their
 Pre-Ibaloy form for the purpose of comparison.

 *?a31l[i]l: TBA ?aiJdil, ITOT, KBY, ATK ?aIdfl 'bamboo'.

 *?@7pag: SBN, TRIB, ITOT, IToD ?7fag, TBA, BOK, KBY, ATK, NTB ?7pag
 'meat'. Cf. PNG apig, ILK ?apaig 'share', ISG ?appig 'to be satiated', KNKN
 ?a:pag 'to serve out, distribute'.

 *?ibis: TRIP, BOK ?ibis, KBY ?abis 'echo'. Cf. PC *?ebis 'to subside, return'.

 *?ilit: TUB, TRIP, TBA ?iddit, SaN, TRIP, TRIB, BOK ?idit 'grass'. Cf. ISG ?allit
 'strip of uncleared ground between two rice fields'.

 *?isfl: IToT, Kay man?asfl, IWK ?asfi, BOK ?assil 'to play'.
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 *?itin: IwK ?atin, BOK, KBY ?itAn, KBY ?on?atin, NTB ?on?ittin 'to stand'.

 *?uwaip: SBN, TBA, TRIB, ITOT, ITOD, BOK, KBY, ATK man?o?owaip 'to lie
 (untruth)'.

 *btitig: TBA, ITOD, BOK, KBY b6tig 'testicles'. Cf. PPH(Z) *butiR 'wart';
 BON, KNK bo:tig, IFG bu:tig 'wart'. The CC forms must have been borrowed
 from ILK or some language in which g is the regular reflex of *R.

 *dadsik: TBA, BOK ?i'adsik, IToD malads~k, IToT, IWK adsdk 'happy'. Cf.
 PC *ragsik 'happy'.

 *dipig: IToD ipig, KBY ?icipig, 'to throw, toss'.

 *duwjil: TUB, SBN, IWK sowal, KBY owil, 'outside'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *luwar
 'outside'.

 *g[ai]maiyu: TUB kimijo, SBN ?akimijo, TBA, ATK, kamijo, KBY kamaiyo
 'chicken louse'. Cf. PSCC *gayamt~ 'chicken louse'.

 *k~ma: TRIP, TRIB miiimli, TUB maiami; NTB kami?in 'to weave (mat)';
 NTB kamdi?in 'to weave (cloth)'. This item has diffused from IBL to DKY

 maijammi and to KNKS ka:ma 'to weave (cloth)'.

 *kdmud: SBN, TBA, IWK k6mod 'heel'. Cf. PC *mu:kud 'heel'.

 *kuipit: TBA ?ak6fit, KBY ?ak6pit 'narrow'. Cf. ILK kuppit 'flattened', BON
 ko:pit 'crumpled', KLA na?pit 'skinny'.

 *law: SBN, TBA ?indciw, IWK daw, BOK ?ondiw, ATK ?ondiw 'to come'; TBA
 miridjiw 'to bring'.

 *lIyat: TUB, TBA, TRIB ?indiyat, SBN, TRIP, ITOT, ITOD diyat, KBY, ATK
 ?ondiyat 'to stand'.

 *liptk: SBN, TRIB, TBA dip6k, TRIP dipp6k 'ashes'. Cf. PC *laptlk 'dust'.
 *hlbit: TRIB, TBA, ATK divit 'skirt'.

 *hlipVt: TUB ?ind6fit, SBN ?ind6fit, KaY ?and6pat 'soft'.

 *pisij: TRIP t6way pisfijto, NTB pasfi3to 'how?'.

 *ta?btiy: IToT, KaY ta?b6y 'to throw, toss'. Cf. TAG tab6y 'to drive away'.

 *tinij: TUB, TRIP, TRIB, BOK, ATK tinii, SBN, TBA, ITOT ?itinhi, ITOD titnin,

 IToT, IWK, ATK ?itn'd, KaY tirjilJ, KBY maytitnixj, NTB ?itinnirj 'to hear'.

 *tubdi: SBN, TRIP, TRIB tobiA 'spittle'; SBN ?itob's, TRIB, ITOT tobga, TBA
 ?intobsi 'to spit'. Cf. PNUSC *tupdai 'to spit'.

 *tuiJkil: TBA, ITOT, ATK minojglail, KBY tomk.il, manomkil 'to buy'. Cf. PNUSC *turigil 'to buy'.

 *tuytfy: TBA, BOK, KBY, ATK ?itoyt6y, KBY ?atoyt6y 'rotten'. Cf. KNKN
 toyt6y 'to break, damage, cut accidentally'.

 *yuksbis: TUB, IToT manjokjols6s, SBN, TRIB, TBA manjolks6s 'sad, lonely'.
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 Items that occur in only two or three sites that are in contiguous municipalities

 are shared innovations, but they are more properly considered local developments
 rather than terms inherited from PIBL.

 *?alibay: TRIB, TBA ?adibay 'to play'. Cf. Old TAG ?alibay 'exchange of gifts
 as a token of friendship'.

 *?7inib: SBN, TBA ?an?ainib 'shadow'.

 *?asuwa: IToD ?asovi, IToT ?asovwa, BOK ?asogw' 'spouse'. Cf. PAN(Dy)
 * [q?]a[cs]aiwa? 'spouse'.

 *?idiw: IToD na?ilw, IToT na?iW6w, IWK, BOK na:'uw: 'thirst(y)'.

 *biyirl: IToT bijig, BOK bidjilj 'pond, lake'. Cf. BON biyik 'to be flooded'.

 *dakdtk: TRIP, TBA 'aksihan 'bridge'. Cf. BON, KNK dakdik 'to step into
 water'.

 *daliwaita: KBY Ealibwaita, ATK alivwaita 'pimple'. Cf. PC *-Riwa:?at 'pim-
 ple'.

 *di?tik: SBN, TBA i?tik 'stream'. Cf. PKnk *dVtik 'stream'.

 *kablui1: TRIP kabd6rj, Ito T mankabd61j 'to swim'. Cf. BLW ?ab?abb6r 'to
 swim'.

 *kikab: IToD, IToT kihab 'turtle'. Cf. PNuSC *ka[kt]ib 'turtle'.

 *kidpil: SBN kidpil, TRIP, TBA kadpil 'to hit, box'.

 *k[ii]l?is: BOK, KBY kil?as, KBY kil?~s, IWK kal?is 'bark (of tree)'. With
 metathesis of the vowels in IWK.

 *kiltfij: KBY makiltij, ATK mahiltij 'pretty'.

 *kis6p: SBN, TBA nay1kis6p 'near'. Cf. PSCC *?[ai]si6p 'near'.

 *kiyit: IToD, IToT k.6yit 'ghost'.
 *kul.13at: TRIB, TBA koddirJat 'earthworm'.
 *ludiyain: ITOD, IToT doriyan 'bird'.

 *hlnat: BOK, dod6nat, K3Y d6nat 'earthworm'.

 *munim fl SBN ?imonim61, TRIP, ITOD ?inmonim61l 'round'. Cf. PSCC
 muli:mul 'round'.

 *nalamnam: SBN ?innalamnnim, TBA nalamnam 'sweet'.

 *1jfyaw: TRIB, TBA 1jfyaw 'ghost'. Cf. IFG jiya"w 'word used to frighten chil-
 dren'.

 *payugptg: TBA payogp6g, ATK pajogp6g 'waterfall'. Cf. PSCC *payukpik
 'waterfall'.

 *pigpig: SBN ?ipigpikin, TRIB ?ipigpigan, TBA ?apigpigan 'skinny'. Cf. IFG
 pigpig 'heart palpitation'.
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 *ptkilj: TUB, ATK pokpokf i 'ankle'. Cf. PSCC *muklfg, KLN mikikj 'ankle'.

 *p6si: TUB ?igamp6si, KaY ?ag?onp6si 'slow'. Cf. BON p6si 'poor', IFG pihi
 'bad'.

 *sidaw: TUB, TRIB sidsiraw 'dream'. Cf. ILK sidtiw 'brief visit'.

 *sudsuld: SBN, TBA sods6d 'ladle'. Cf. ILK sudsuid 'pointed stick used as a
 dibble'.

 *tilydd: IWK, BOK tiljid 'calf of leg'.

 *td?iy: IToT, IWK t6?iy 'where?'.

 *timuy: TRIB ?it6moyan, IToT matom6y, BOK matam6y 'sharp'.

 *tipu: TBA tot6po, BOK ?it6po 'shallow'.

 *tdi1ud: TBA t6?odman, IToD t6dman 'where?'.

 *tuwa'y: TRIP, TRIB towdiy 'how?'.

 *winis: KBY bwinis, ATK Vwanis 'anus'. Cf. KNKS wa:nis 'anus'.

 5.5 PROTO KALANGUYA. Any item exclusively shared by two or more
 KLN communities is a candidate for inclusion in the level of PKLN. Those with

 representatives in both northeastern and southern KLN are those that are most
 likely to be descended from an ancestral form. They are cited here in Pre-KLN
 form for comparative purposes.

 *?arJ?miiJ: KEL, KAY ?airJ?aJ, KEL ?a1j?jen, HNG ?arj?iijon, KAY ?i??arj?7ii 'to
 see'. Cf. IFG ?arj?~ 'to look, observe'. Cf. also ILK ?aj?~i 'one who gapes'.

 *buwil: AHN nebw61, KEL bew61, nabw61, HNG nabw61, KAY buw6l, nabw1l
 'rotten'. Cf. BON bowil 'for rice beer to fail to ferment properly'.

 *kus[ii]ytiw: AHN, KAY kuhiyaiw, KEL kuheyaiw, HNG kuhoyaiw 'blood'.

 *sinip: AHN nehntip, KEL hendip, ne?ihndp, HNG no?i?nip, KAY hantip,
 na?ihndip, DKY nasndip 'near'.

 *-ya: KEL nunyi?, HNG nuyyi?, KAY, KEH ni hayya 'today'. Cf. PWSC *ya
 'this, here'.

 Items that appear only in the northern dialect of AHN and in the northeastern com-
 munities are:

 *?7du: AHN ?~adu, KEL, HNG ?indii? 'ladle, scoop for rice'. Cf. IFG ?ina:du,
 ?in?a:do 'ladle'.

 *?aspit: AHN, KEL ?ahpit 'above'. Cf. PNUSC *sa?pit 'above'.

 *?ispin: AHN ?ehp6ntu, KEL ?ehp6ntu? 'below'.

 *?ina?nt: AHN ?ina?ni, KEL, HNG ?inna?n2?, KEL ?innahnti? 'how?'. Cf. IFG
 ?inandti 'conveying the idea of "possibility."' Cf. PPH(Z) *[ ]anu[ ], PPhR
 *?enu 'what?'.
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 *btwarj: AHN b~iwarjtu, KEL, HNG baiwalj 'inside'. Cf. IFG bawaiig 'interior of
 a house'.

 *dili(s): AHN dalfh, KEL deli?, HNG dolf? 'eel'. Cf. PCC *dalit 'eel'.

 *d[iu]wirJ: AHN duw6rj, KEL dewr'j, mandedwerj, HNG mandodw6rj 'to
 hunt'.

 *tiwik: AHN, KEL tewik, KEL ?umtewik, HNG totwikon 'to stab'. Cf. IFG
 tuwik 'to stab', BON tiwik 'to prick'.

 Items that appear only in the northern dialect of AHN and in the southern commu-
 nities are:

 *?igil: AHN ?igg1l, KEH ?ig?igil 'few, small'; KAY ?ig?igal, 'small'.

 *b(kis: AHN, KEH bukbuikih 'meat'. Cf. PNuSC *biki 'meat'.

 *lid~i: AHN maldii, KAY ladaij, malmaldijg 'red'. Cf. IFG lodij 'red-hot of
 an iron blade'.

 *linawin: AHN linawdin, KEH linnawain, DKY nillawain 'honey'. With meta-
 thesis of the alveolars in DKY. Cf. PNuSC *linuw"n 'honey'.

 *si-?adai(y): AHN hi?adi, KAY hi?adaiy 'this'.

 *si?gid: AHN hi?ged, KAY manhi?g6d 'to hide'.

 Those items that have shared forms only in the northeastern KLN communities
 include:

 *?abig: KEL, HNG ?a?abbig 'story'. Cf. KNKN ?a:big 'superstitious belief,
 shaman', IFG ?a:big 'to predict, foretell'.

 *?agdir: KEL ?agd6rj, HNG mo?agd6j 'straight'. Cf. PC *ged6rj 'straight'.

 *?amayyui: KEL ?emayti?, ?emayyui?, HNG ?omayyui? 'bird'. Cf. IFG ?amayyui
 'quadrupedal animal'; PNuSC *?ama"yu 'to play'.

 *?annil: KEL ?ann61, HNG ?ann61 'body, tree trunk'. Cf. PNuSC *?iil
 'body'.

 *?isnilj: KEL ?um?ehn61j, HNG ?um?ohn6rj 'to stand'. Cf. IFG ?ohn6rj 'to stand still'.

 *?i1liy: KEL ?i1jlay 'sad, lonely'; KEL me?irjlay, HNG ?immiijlkiy 'lonely'. Cf.
 IFG ?iljl6 'tired of being in a rut'.

 *ballihaij: KEL ballihaij, HNG balla?hai 'dragonfly'. Cf. IFG balla:harJ
 'dragonfly'.

 *dallfN: KEL dallin, HNG dallim 'outside'.

 *giga: KEL, HNG giga 'cooked rice'. Cf. KNKN gag?a 'salt pork'.

 *girnit: KEL genit, HNG gonit 'bone'. Cf. IFG gunit 'bone'.

 *ginallit: KEL, HNG ginallit 'skirt'. Cf. PC *ga:rit 'striped, multicolored'.
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 *killuJ: KEL kdilug, KEL, HNG ?ikkdiluj 'to bury'. Cf. PSCC *ku:lug 'coffin'.

 *kumqali: KEL kummmilji?, HNG kumaliUf? 'peanut'.
 *ltibay: KEL, HNG libay 'needle'. Cf. ILK lu:bay, ISG lo:bay 'earring'; IFG
 lub6, lubay 'lead (metal)'.

 *lWilaw: KEL, HNG miluldw 'yellow'. Cf. PPH *dulaw 'yellow', IFG lu:law
 'yellow (of dyed cotton yarn)'.

 *parj-?uja-an: KEL perjujyi?an, HNG poJurja?an 'nephew, niece'. Cf. PPH(Z)
 *?ulJa? 'child'.

 *piNway: KEL pinwaiy, KEL, HNG piwaiy 'bolo'. Cf. IFG pinwaiy 'knife'.

 *pfikil: KEL puikel, HNG pfikol 'knee'. Cf. PWSC *ptikil 'bone'. Cf. also
 DGTC pukil 'thigh', PNuCC *pu:kil 'shoulder', Isi po?e: 'calf of leg'.

 *pliyik: KEL pfiyek, HNG pfiyok 'land, soil'. Cf. PC *puyek 'mud'.

 *s~kiy: KEL hahakkey, HNG hahhiki? 'few'. Cf. PWSC *sdkiy 'one'. This
 could be a loan translation from IFG ?o?ohi, ?oh?ohai 'few'.

 *sib?fik: KEL heb?tik, heb?fikan, HNG hob?6ikan 'to blow'. Cf. PMC(R)
 *si?buk 'to blow'.

 *sidfN: KEL hedin, HNG hodii 'if'.

 *sika: KEL hekaiJ, KEL, HNG mahkaib 'wide'. Cf. PAN(B) *sika13 'wide
 apart (legs)'.

 *sikit: KEL hekit, KEL, HNG nahkit 'narrow'. Cf. IFG nahkit 'narrow'.

 *tApal: KEL, HNG t~pal 'garlic'.

 *taipi: KEL taipi?, ?ittipi?, HNG ?ittaipi?, ?intaipi? 'betel nut chew'. Cf. IFG
 ?ita:pi(h) 'betel chew'; cf. also KNKN tapi 'to add to'.

 *tirjid: KEL terj6d, ?ittetjdd, HNG tolj6d 'to hold'.

 *tilttiJ: KEL, HNG tiJtfil 'ring'. Cf. PPH(Z) *ciIjcij 'ring'.

 *wa?si: KEL wa?hl2 'to pay'; HNG manwa?hi?, panwa?hf?on 'to exchange'.

 *ya?siiy: KEL ya?hiy, HNG yahhfiy 'this'.

 Items that are shared exclusively by the southern KLN communities include:

 *bisdiw: KEH ?impaphiw, DKY pabsaiw 'south'. In the KEH form the voiced
 stop assimilates to the voicelessness of the following consonant. Cf. KNKN
 bi:saw 'to go home'.

 *mlikij: KAY mukmikijg, KEH mlikig, DKY mukmikikj, mu:mukijq 'ankle'.
 Cf. PSCC *muklil 'ankle'.

 *palrt: KEH, DKY pal?it 'cogon (grass used for thatching)'. Cf. PNG pa:lut,
 ILK pa:rut, IFG pa:lut 'to uproot'.

 *sibjik: KEH habiik 'taro, taro root', DKY sabsabhik 'taro root'.
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 *sflui: KEH ?impahlhil, DKY paslhij 'north'. Cf. PC *su:rug 'to go
 upstream'; cf. also BON (Bayyo) ?ad holog 'east'.

 *t[ii]k(diw: KAY tikdiw, DKY tikdiw 'frog'.

 5.6 PROTO KARAW. A large number of innovations are peculiar to KAR.
 They are cited here in Pre-KAR form for comparative purposes.

 *?abu?nan: ?abo?ndin 'meeting place'. Cf. BON ?ab6n 'to group together for a
 meal, everyone bringing something to be cooked'.

 *?ab6si: ?ab6si 'ant'.

 *?7[gk]iw: ?7xow 'yes'.

 *?ags[ii]l: ?agsil, ?agsfl 'to play'.

 *?akwdit: ?akgwdit 'to stand'.

 *?alibilj: ?alAb6Ij 'thigh'.

 *?ali?lun: ?aduidun 'dragonfly'.

 *?asaDaiw: ? isaDjiw 'mosquito'.

 *?7ayaw: ? iyaw 'to float'.

 *?id[if]l: ?A~ll, ?Ac*fl 'to delouse'.

 *?iijiis: ka?aj6s, ka?AJO6s 'sad, lonely'. Cf. KNK ?iijis, IFG ?oIj6(h) 'haughty,
 proud'.

 *?itirj: ?AtiJ 'dead'.

 *?7lig: ?61ig 'to lie down'. Cf. BON, KNK ?o:lig, IFG ?u:lig 'to put a child to
 sleep'.

 *?utikil: ?otl'kAl 'small'.

 *binay: bainay 'big'.

 *bitik: bAtik 'to go home'. Cf. PSC *bitik 'to run'.

 *bddik: b6rik 'stem, esp. of taro'. Cf. DGTC bud6k 'flowers'.

 *b6lan: b61lan 'sky'. Cf. PAN(D) *bulan 'moon'.

 *buli?: jis boli?IiAs 'headcold, fever'. Cf. KNK bolirjit 'name of a spirit that causes sickness'.

 *b6sak: bosdikan 'east'.

 *dima: qiwa, na 'to, at'.

 *ditim: maritkm 'sharp'.

 *gida?gada: ?onk6ra?k~ra 'rough'. Cf. KNK gada?Ain 'whetstone'.

 *gisp6: kasp6, kAsp6 'short (person)'. Cf. ISG xappo 'to cut'.
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 *kiluy: kfiloy 'mud'. Cf. KNKN ka?6y 'hole in ground made by insects, to
 dig in the ground'.

 *ka?yat: lka?jit 'shallow'. Cf. TAG ka:yat 'trickle of liquid', ISG kay?it 'to be
 gone, disappear', BON kiyit 'to subside'.

 *kidpii : kAdpkJ 'short (object)'.

 *kidsj1: A. ds6, I.ads6 'pestle'.
 *kipfl: kApfl 'to throw away'.

 *kitnfi: kAtn6 'to cut off'. Cf. IBL kint6 'to cut off'.

 *kikkik: kikkixan 'armpit'.

 *kupiti3: kooitifj 'narrow'.

 *k-isarj: k.6sarj 'charcoal'. Cf. PMC *?u:sarj 'charcoal'.
 *lip~i: dAp~ixJ 'red'.

 *limain: diijmin 'to forget'.

 *lukbirj: dokb6rj 'arrow'.

 *lul)baiy: ?adoirbiy 'weak'. Cf. TAG lumbiy 'loneliness, sadness'.

 *mulirJ: m61i 'clean'. Cf. NuCC mulfij 'smooth pebble'.

 *mlitig: m6OAg 'nose'. Cf. PC *mu:teg 'nasal mucus'.

 *ntinur: n6norj 'pimple'.

 *iga?dwis: ga?diwAs 'bad'. Cf. PNUSC *"ig?aw 'bad'.

 *?iti: ?AJifi?din, ?Arifiyin 'dirty'. Cf. KNKN 1fti 'black, dark'.

 *pasijsi3: pasigsij 'star'.

 *pinttik: pint6k. 'abaca'.
 *pi?tit: pi?tit 'frog'.

 *sakldi: sakd6 'earthquake'.

 *sipsip: ?asApskp 'low'.

 *siyiw: sA?j6w 'thirst'. Cf. PSCC *siyaiw 'parched (of plants)'.

 *tilu: tlo 'to bury (dead)'. Cf. KNKN ta:?o 'to set in, insert', IFG tahi 'to fill a
 container'.

 *tatabaw: tatabaw 'butterfly'.

 *taytdy: taytAy 'tongue'. Cf. KNKN taytAy 'to chatter, prate'.

 *tiklif: takdifi, tnddig 'ankle'. Cf. PSCC *tiklij 'ankle'.

 *timi: tAmi 'mouth'. Cf. TAG ta:mi?, ILK tammi 'protruding lower lip'.

 *tuntin: tont6n 'to push'.
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 *turJkjidul: to.kjirol 'tall, high'.
 *ya?pi: ja?pi 'to winnow'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *tapi[?h] 'to winnow'.

 *yu?giw: jo?k6w 'to sleep'. Cf. IBL manju?kiw 'sleepy'.

 *yu?wik: jo?gw"I 'to sleep'.

 5.7 PROTO-ILONGOT. On the basis of lexicostatistics, the four ILT dialects
 for which data are available fall into two subgroups: KAK-KAW and PAY-GAN.
 They are referred to here as northern and southern respectively. Items that occur in

 both of these subgroups are more likely to have been represented in PILT than
 those that occur only in the one or the other. These reconstructions are listed in

 Pre-ILT form for ease of comparison with other languages.

 *?adaj: KAW ?o?adigj, PAY ma?ad~i, GAN ma?d~ij 'tall'; PAY ?o?adaiJ 'high'.
 The a after a voicqd stop is irregular.

 *?ala:kin: KAK, PAY ?ala:kin 'frog'. The occurrence of 1 probably indicates

 borrowing. Cf. TAG halhik 'raspy voiced', ILK ?alakiin 'kind of mollusk'.

 *?ali:Ua: KAW, PAY ?ali:rja 'ear'. The 1 is irregular. Cf. PAN(Dy) *talirja 'ear',
 ILK ?ali:ira, ?alli:ija 'echo'.

 *?anunuil: KAW, PAY ?anon6y 'stream'.

 *?a:pil: KAK, PAY ?o?a:pi 'fat, healthy'.

 *?apug[aii]n: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN ?apogin 'banana'.

 *?imjjl: KAK ?imm61, KAw ?im61 'housefly'; PAY ?ammol 'mosquito'. The 1
 in this form probably indicates borrowing. Cf. DGTC ?im61 'chigger'.

 *?i:bil: KAK, KAW, PAY ?i:biy 'tear'. Cf. PPH *[q?h]i:bil 'to cry, weep'.

 *?ilab: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN ?i"b 'alcoholic drink, sugarcane wine, rice
 wine'. Cf. TAG hi:lab 'rise, expansion, as of dough'.

 *?ilag: KAK, KAw, PAY, GAN ?ilag 'sun'; PAY ?i?ilag, GAN ?inilhig 'to dry in
 the sun'. This item may be a modification of a loan, because of the 1. Cf.
 PMP(Z) *bilaj 'to spread out in the sun to dry'.

 *?ilap: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN ?iip 'to see'. Cf. KPM ?ilap 'angry glance'.

 *?inabtij: KAK, PAY, GAN ?inab6rj 'spider'. Cf. PPH(Z) *haburj 'shelter'.
 *?iya:la: KAW, PAY, GAN ?iya:ya 'bolo'.

 *?u:dulJ: KAK, PAY ?o:dorj 'thigh'.

 *?ug[iy i]: KAK, PAY na?ogi 'bad'. Cf. BON ?ogaiy 'to act thoughtlessly or
 carelessly'.

 *?ugkijk: KAK, PAY ?ogkik, KAW ?okak 'to vomit'. Cf. PC *?ukg& k 'to
 vomit'.

 *?u:gut: KAK, PAY ?o:got 'boil (n.)'. Cf. KNKN *?o:got 'to express a boil'.
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 *?u:la: KAK, KAW, PAY ?o:la 'sweet potato'. This term may be borrowed
 from a language that retains 1 in this environment. Cf. PPH *[q?h]amulai
 'taro', KNKN *?o:waj 'yam'.

 *?ulil: KAK, PAY ?ol'y 'earthworm'. The treatment of *1 in this item is cer-
 tainly unusual. Cf. PAN(D) *hulaR 'snake'.

 *?u:pu: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN ?o:po 'word, language, to say'. But cf. Proto
 Polynesian *kupu 'word'.

 *?u:pug: KAK, PAY ?O?O:pog 'narrow'.

 *?u[st]ap: KAK, KAW, PAY ?otap 'to spit, spittle'. Cf. IFG ?u:hap 'dirty foam
 on boiling water'.

 *?u[st]up: KAK ?otop, PAY ?aio?t6p 'to suck'.

 *ba:kil: KAK, KAW bi:kiy, GAN bi:ki 'other, spouse'; PAY bi:kiy 'compan-
 ion'. Cf. KNKN ba:kil 'to look for a spouse in a village other than one's own,
 used only in tales'.

 *b[ai]la?[ai]ij: KAK bia?irj, KAw ?obia?ij, PAY, GAN bi:ya?ia 'far'. Cf. IFG
 bala?tii 'voluntary isolation or separation'.

 *balalji[st]: KAK, KAW biyait 'old (person)'; KAW biyinit, PAY biya1Jat
 di:?in 'ancestor'. Cf. PPHN *bak6s 'old woman'.

 *ba?l7s: KAW, GAN bi?ydt, PAY ?ami?ydt 'to borrow'. Cf. PAN(D) *bales 'to
 repay', PPH(C) *beles 'to borrow'.

 *b[ai]n[st]ad: KAK ?obintad, GAN nambibintid 'straight'. Cf. TAG bintaid
 'smoothed out, stretched'.

 *banuwai: KAK, PAY, GAN bi:nowi, KAW biniwa 'path'. Cf. PAN(Dy)
 *banua[?h] 'land'.

 *b[ai][st][ai]j: KAw bitij 'soul, spirit', PAY, GAN bit&i3j 'ghost'.

 *b[ai]:[st]aj: KAK nabi:taijin, KAw bitilj, PAY bit~i, GAN ?ambi:tarj 'shame,
 ashamed'. Cf. KNKN bis~g 'to make a mistake'.

 *b[ai]:ya: KAK, KAW bi:ya, PAY mabi:ya, GAN bi:ya?6n 'to know (fact or
 person)'.

 *ba:yik: KAK be:yik, GAN bi:yak 'fish'. Cf. PC *bay6k 'water creature'.

 *bilig: KAK biag, KAW ?obiag, PAY, GAN mabiyig 'wide'. Cf. PC *bi:leg
 'strong', IFG bi:log 'wide'.

 *bu:d[ai]k: KAK bodi:k, KAW, PAY, GAN bo:dik 'white'. Cf. PAN(B) *burak,
 PHN(B) *budeq 'white'.

 *bu?lfir: KAW ?obo?y@ 'smooth'; PAY mabo?y~i 'smooth, clean'.

 *bulintiw: KAW kabuintiw, PAY kabuintaw 'friend'.

 *(b)uli13kid: KAK, KAW boli3kid, PAY, GAN ?olilkid 'short (object)'.

 *bu:ya: KAW, PAY bo:ya 'torch'. Cf. ILK bu:ya, BON bo:ya 'to watch, view'.
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 *(d)[ai]gnay: KAK, KAW ?ignay, PAY, GAN dignay 'wind'; GAN dignaiy
 'cold'.

 *da?pait: KAW da:pat 'to work', PAY madi?pat 'to make, to do'. The occur-
 rence of a after a voiced stop may indicate that this item is borrowed. Cf. TAG
 da:pat 'should, ought'; cf. also PNG da:pat 'attain, reach, arrive at'.

 *dapay: KAK dipay 'palm of hand'; KAK, KAW, PAY dipaiy 'sole of foot'. Cf.
 PAN(Ch) *DapaN 'sole, palm of hand'.

 *di?luiy: KAK diyoy, KAW di?y6y, GAN ?andiy6y 'to bathe'.

 *gila[st]: KAW, GAN nagiait 'bad'; PAY, GAN nagiit 'ugly'. Cf. TAG gi:las
 'angry stare'.

 *gu:li[kp]: KAK, KAW golip, PAY go:lik 'to swim'. The 1 in this item is irreg-
 ular.

 *ka:lay: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN ka:lay 'blanket'. The presence of the lateral
 indicates that this is most likely a borrowed term; cf. PC *kariy 'turtle's
 undershell'.

 *kanuwin: KAW kanowain, PAY kanawdin, G.;N ka:nowin 'cogon (grass used
 for thatching)'.

 *ka[st]6l: KAW, PAY, GAN kat6y 'rooster'.

 *katudi: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN kato?6 'who?'. Cf. PSC *t?u 'person'.

 *kayub: KAK, KAw kayob, PAY ?onkay6b, GAN ?aijka:yob 'to fear'.

 *kidir: KAw kidiij, PAY ki:dig 'pretty'. Cf. PC *keddrj 'wish, desirable'.

 *kidwi(st): KAK kidwit, PAY kadwi 'paddle'.

 *kigkig: KAK ?okigkig 'strong, hard', PAY makigkig 'hard'.

 *kili[st]: KAK kiyit 'to throw, throw away, to lose'; KAW kiyiat, PAY, GAN
 ?ikyit 'to throw, to throw away'.

 *kuwa: KAK, KAw kowd, PAY, GAN ?olJkowdi 'to walk'. Cf. IFG kuwa, kowdi
 'path', BON makwa 'way, path', kaw?in 'to pass along a path'.

 *landd: KAK, PAY yan6d 'to fight'. Cf. ISG rainud 'to die by accident or vio-
 lence'.

 *la?ndip: KAK, PAY ya?n6p 'face, forehead'; KAW, GAN yi?nop 'face'.

 *limna: KAK yimna, KAW, PAY ?o-ymna 'cold'. Cf. KPM marimla, Iraya,
 Alangan, Tadyawan dimla 'cold'.

 *lin[iy 1f: KAK, KAW ?oyini, PAY miyni, GAN mayin6 'heavy'.

 *l[ii]:parj: KAK yiparj, PAY yi:paIj 'ginger'.

 *(1)ipid: KAW lipid 'to slice'; KAW, GAN lipid, PAY ?ipi:din 'to cut off'.

 *li:mit: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN yi:mit, GAN 7Aryi:mit 'to steal'. Cf. KNKN
 li:bit 'to steal'.
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 *li:mu[st]: KAK, KAw, PAY li:mot, GAN le:mot 'tongue'.

 *linawi: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN yi:nawi 'heart'. Cf. PPH(Ch) *R(ae)hinawa
 'breath'.

 *lu:bun: KAK, KAw, GAN lo:bon, PAY lobo:n 'egg'. Cf. ILK lobb6n 'to asso-
 ciate in pairs, two hens in one nest', DGTC 16bun 'bird's nest'.

 *ludilj: KAK pdo:J, KAW, PAY yod6iJ 'fish'. Cf. PC *ludjirj 'kind of fish'.

 *lu:kip: KAW, PAY, GAN lo:kip 'fingernail'. Cf. Iraya, Alangan likib, Alangan
 lu:kib 'fingernail'; Agta of southern Cagayan ukep 'fingernail'.

 *lu:ru[st]: KAK, KAw, PAY, GAN Yo:iot 'forest'. This, of course, is the source
 of the name ?iyo:rot 'Ilongot, people of the forest'. Cf. TAG lu:gos 'cape of
 land', KNKN lo:jos 'round, of a piece of wood'.

 *lu:guy: KAK, GAN o:rJoy 'fire'; KAK, PAY, GAN yo:roy, PAY yolo:yin 'to burn'.

 *lu:put: KAK, KAW, PAY p:pot 'green'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *lumut 'moss', KNKN
 lop?6t 'kind of vine'.

 *luyip: KAK, KAw yoyap, PAY, GAN yinoyip 'to lie (falsehood)'.

 *mad: KAK, KAW, PAY mad 'to, at; marker of distance and time'.

 *ma-lat?iy: KAK, KAW, PAY ma:si, GAN ni:yasi 'night'; KAW kama:sito 'mid-
 night'. Cf. PSCC *lat?iy 'sunset'.

 *matlim: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN matyim 'blood'. Cf. PC *teR6m 'to flow'.
 This item has diffused into Arta as matlam, ma?lom 'blood'.

 *mu?lt: KAW, PAY mo?16 'round'.

 *ni:y[ai]k: KAw ?enniyik, PAY, GAN ni:yak 'to breathe'.

 *nu'?j6, nugj: KAK no?Dj6, PAY ?onn6rj?o, GAN n6rj?o 'to sleep'.

 *rJ[ii]tu: KAK gito, KAW Iito, PAY ?ariJt6 'to count'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *hitur 'to
 count'.

 *rji:pil: KAW ne:pil, PAY ge:pil 'lip'. Cf. KNKN iji:pi 'gums'.

 *pa:?ak: KAK pa?ak, PAY napa:?ak 'thirst'. Cf. PPH *paha[q?h] 'thirst'.

 *pa?d[ai][st]: KAK, PAY, GAN pa?dit, KAw pa:dit 'to wait'.

 *pa:dil: KAK napadiyan, PAY pina:diy 'dirty'. Cf. ILK pidil 'to rub off with the
 hand'.

 *pand[fi]k: KAK, KAw, PAY, GAN pandik 'star'.

 *pid[ai]g: KAK, KAw pidig, PAY ?ampadigin 'to live, dwell'.

 *(p)ig[j][st]: KAW ?igit, PAY pigit, GAN ?epgit 'to tie (bundle)'.

 *piknil: KAK, GAN pikniy 'below'.

 *pi[st]i[st]: KAK, PAY pisit, KAW napisit, PAY napsit 'blind'.
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 *[st]ag[ii]w: KAK, KAw tagiw, PAY ta:giw, GAN natagiw 'hunger'.

 *san-bilay: KAK, KAW, PAY, GAN tambiaj 'five' (literally, 'one' + 'count').
 Cf. PPH(Z) *san- 'one unit', PAN(D) *bilarJ 'to count'.

 *san-bukl iy: KAK, PAY, GAN tam bokyay, KAw tan bokydy 'hundred' (liter-
 ally, 'one' + 'whole').

 *[st]a:puJ: KAK, PAY ta:poir 'shoulder'.

 *[st]a:yu[grj]: KAK tayuJ, PAY, GAN ta:yug 'coconut'.

 *sigid: KAw tigid, PAY, GAN mati?tigid 'later'. Cf. PSCC *sigid 'to wait'.

 *[st]il"i[st]: KAK, KAw ti'yt, PAY tay't, GAN matyAt 'red'.

 *[st]il?uk: KAK, KAw, GAN ti:?ok PAY, GAN ?ani:?ok 'to sew'.

 *[st]i?ddy: KAK, PAY si?d6y, KAw sitd6y 'urine'. The glottal stop has assimi-
 lated to the point of articulation of the following segment in KAW.

 *[st]i:g[ai]m: KAK, KAw, PAY, GAN si:gim 'salt'. Cf. TAG tigaim 'dehydrat-
 edly dry'. This item has diffused into Umiray Dumagat as sigom and into
 Southern Alta as segom 'salt'.

 *si:kin: KAK, KAW ?osikin, PAY masi:kin, GAN masi:kan 'big'. Cf. PPHN
 *sikdn 'strong'.

 *[st]i:kin: KAK, KAW, GAN si:kin, PAY, GAN ?onsi:kin 'to stand'.

 *[st]u:kad: KAK, PAY to:kad 'chest'.

 *[st]u:1id: KAK, KAw, GAN to:Did, PAY ?onto:1jid, GAN ?ontorjid 'to sit'.

 *tawaiw: KAK, KAW, PAY tawa"w, GAN ?ontawaiw 'to call'. Cf. PPH(Z)
 *tawaR 'to call'.

 *timid: KAK, PAY timid 'chin'. Cf. PAN(B) *timid 'chin'.

 *tu:giy: KAw togiy, PAY to:giy 'housepost'. Cf. ISG t xay 'prop (for house)'.

 *tuJliy: KAK, KAW, PAY toiJ6y 'where?'.

 *ya:mik: KAK ?oyamik 'smooth', PAY maya:mik 'soft'.

 *ya:miw: KAw, GAN ya:mo, PAY mad ya:mo 'above'; KAw ya:mo 'summit'.

 There are several innovative items that appear to be shared only by the northern
 communities of KAK and KAW.

 *?alup: KAK, KAW 7aup 'cloud'.

 *?rJim: KAK, KAW ?a:gim 'shore'.

 *b[ai]niJ: KAK, KAW biniij 'mud'. Cf. BON, KNK banij, IFG ban6ij 'part of a
 ricefield dike'.

 *dulag: KAK, KAW dulag 'to play'. Cf. Cebuano dula? 'to play'.

 *g[ai]b[ai](1): KAK gibi 'weak', KAW ?ogibi 'soft'.
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 *kalib: KAK kalib, KAw kabib 'skin'. Cf. PC *kal6b 'cover'.

 *lub[aii]k: KAK obi:k, KAW pobik 'wall'.

 *payaduqr: KAK, KAw payadoij 'to fly'. Cf. PNUSC *paiyad 'wing'.

 *pu: KAK, KAW po 'already (completion marker)'. Cf. BLW poh 'already'.

 *[st]ad[ai]k: KAK, KAW tadik 'story'. Cf. BON, KNK tad6k 'ceremonial
 dance', IFG ha:dak 'to search, seek'.

 *[st]ayap: KAK, KAW tayap 'mouth'.

 *[st]ipi[st]: KAK nasi?pit, KAW ?osipit 'dirty'.

 Another group of innovations is shared only by the southern ILT communities of
 PAY and GAN.

 *?animnim: PAY ?anamnim, GAN ?animnim 'to plant'.

 *?iyvin: PAY, GAN ?iya~n 'taro root'.

 *?ukit: PAY ?okit, GAN ?okkit 'small, few'. Cf. PNUSC *?ttik 'small, few'.

 *ba:larJ: PAY, GAN bi:lajI 'black, blue'. Cf. PPHN *baliij 'black'.

 *bu:d[ai]n: PAY, GAN bo:din 'sand'.

 *bVlla: PAY bi:lla, GAN bu:lla 'sweet potato'. Cf. ILK bu:ga 'kind of yam',
 KNKN ba:la 'for rice to sprout', IFG bala:?an 'reddish variety of sweet
 potato'.

 *dalan: PAY, GAN dilan 'moon, month'. Cf. PAN(Dy) *Zalan 'path'.

 *ku[st]iw: PAY kos6w, GAN koss6w 'bird'.

 *ku:bal: PAY kobi, GAN ko:biy 'skirt'. Cf. PSCC *klibal 'bark cloth'.

 *g3u:yub: PAY, GAN rjo:yob 'mouth'. Cf. Proto North Central Cordilleran
 *Iru:lub 'mouth'.

 *piyit: PAY, GAN piyit 'body hair'. Cf. ILK pi:yet 'fibers of buri palm stems'.

 *[st]i:ijud: PAY, GAN si:1jod 'back (of person)'.

 *[st]u?ytin: PAY, GAN ??itoy6n 'to push'.

 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS. The linguistic data support, to a considerable
 extent, some of the conjectures regarding the ethnohistory of the area proposed by

 earlier writers. At the time of Spanish contact with the peoples of northern Luzon,
 Pangasinan, Ibaloi, and Ilongot ethnic identities were already established.

 Keesing (1962:325) suggests that the Pangasinan ethnic group may previously
 have been diverse, but that the introduction of wet rice cultivation and the estab-

 lishment of external trade, prior to the coming of the Spaniards, would have
 resulted in a "leveling out of custom and language." Establishment of mission and
 government control, of course, would have furthered this development and it
 would have created additional differences between the Pangasinanes and the
 mountain dwelling speakers of other SC languages.
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 Basing his impressions on the work of writers from earliest Spanish contact
 until the beginning of this century, Keesing also hypothesized that the people
 today called Ilongot are descended from a number of various groups, recorded
 under a range of local names. Some of these groups were perhaps indigenous to
 the Caraballo Mountain range to which they migrated from northeast Pangasinan
 and some of them the "runaways" and "apostates" who fled Spanish control. The

 four dialects of Ilongot for which data are available are all from locales in Dupax

 del Norte and Dupax del Sur. Perhaps for this reason they do not display the sort
 of variation one would expect from the "mixed" population suggested here.

 The Ibaloi have an oral tradition that their ancestors migrated northward along

 the Agno River from Pangasinan to present-day Kabayan, which is considered the

 cultural homeland. From there, the people radiated out to other parts of Benguet.

 This tradition is also recorded from early in the American period (Keesing
 1962:52). Karaw is not mentioned in the historical records, and the only informa-
 tion on this ethnic group is contained in the oral tradition cited above. Nor is there

 mention of Kalanguya (or Kallahan ) as such. This group appears to be subsumed
 under the term "Ibaloi" in the early works (Keesing 1962:51, 9I, 270, 296). It is
 possible that Kalanguya speakers migrated northward along the eastern flank of

 the Cordillera Central after already having separated from their Ibaloi-speaking
 cousins. It is equally possible, and perhaps more logical, to imagine that a popula-
 tion speaking PNuSC, in an early migration, moved up the Agno valley and even-

 tually split into three linguistically distinct groups. Lexically, Karaw is quite
 different from both Ibaloi and Kalanguya, perhaps distinct enough to suggest the

 first population to have moved further on, northward according to the oral history.

 Kalanguya, then, may have spread to the east into the area of Mt. Pulog, which tra-

 dition holds is their ancestral home. From there, groups of people spread sporadi-

 cally to the south and east. This would account for the lexical gap between the
 northeastern and the southern dialects of Kalanguya.

 Undoubtedly, several SC languages that were spoken in centuries past are
 extinct. Mention was made earlier of the "Lagawe language," referred to by Lam-
 brecht (1978). Other peoples mentioned in Keesing from documents cited from
 the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries have apparently been absorbed into other

 populations or have become extinct: Alegueses (or Alaguetes) (p. 283), Panuypuy
 (pp. 289-90), and Negritos once widely distributed between the Agno and upper
 Pampanga Rivers (p. 91). Some or all of these groups may have spoken varieties
 of SC, records of which could have helped unravel the cultural and linguistic his-
 tory of the area. But even in the absence of such records, the linguistic evidence
 affords us a picture of the movements of the early PSC-speaking population and
 some idea of their cultural inventory.
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 APPENDIX

 The locales providing the data on which this paper is based are listed below. For
 those data taken solely or partially from the literature, the source is listed.

 Pangasinan PNG Lingayen and Labrador, Pangasinan [also McFarland

 (1977) and Benton (1971a, 197Ib)]

 Ibaloy IBL
 ATK Naguey, Atok, Benguet
 TUB Tublay, Benguet [McFarland 19771
 BOK Daklan, Bokod, Benguet
 IToD Dalupirip, Itogon, Benguet
 IToT Tinungdan, Itogon, Benguet
 IWK I-wak of Tubungan, Kayapa, Nueva Vizcaya
 Kay Gusaran, Kabayan, Benguet [also Reid 1971]
 NTB Natubleng, Buguias, Benguet
 SaN Banangan, Sablan, Benguet
 TBA Tadiangan, Tuba, Benguet
 TRIB Bahong, La Trinidad, Benguet
 TRIP Pico, La Trinidad, Benguet

 Karaw KAR Karaw, Bokod, Benguet

 Kalanguya KLN
 AHN Ahin, Tinoc, Ifugao
 DKY Mandek-ey of Amlimay, Buguias, Benguet
 HNG Hanglulaw of Amduntog, Asipolo, Ifugao
 KAY Kayapa Proper, Kayapa, Nueva Vizcaya [Reid 1971]
 KEH Mankehang of Sitio Tinudan, Poblacion, Kabayan,

 Benguet
 KEL Keley-i of Antipolo, Asipolo, Ifugao [also Reid 1971,

 L. Hohulin 1971 I, and R. M. Hohulin 1971]

 Ilongot ILT
 GAN Ganao, Dupax del Sur, Nueva Vizcaya
 KAK Kakiduge:n, Dupax del Norte, Nueva Vizcaya [Reid

 1971]
 KAw Kawayan, Dupax del Norte, Nueva Vizcaya
 PAY Sitio Payo, Belance, Dupax del Norte, Nueva Vizcaya
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